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ABSTRACT
NOVEL PLASMONIC DEVICES FOR NANO-PHOTONICS
APPLICATIONS

Levent Şahin
Ph.D. in Electrical and Electronics Engineering
Supervisor: Prof. Dr. Ekmel Özbay
July, 2013
Plasmonics have attracted a great deal of interest because of their
potential to design novel photonics devices which have unique optical
properties. This dissertation focuses on novel plasmonic device designs
for photonics applications.

Electromagnetic properties of metamaterials are characterized and the
resonance mechanism of Split Ring Resonator (SRR) structure is
investigated. Furthermore, novel SRR-based metamaterial structures are
studied. We demonstrated the significant plasmonic enhancement in the
transmission characteristics through a sub-wavelength aperture by
utilizing SRR resonances.

Electrical tuning of plasmonic resonance with varying gate bias by using
graphene is observed. Also, electrical properties of graphene is
investigated. Fabrication of electrically gated graphene based plasmonic
structures are realized. In addition, we utilized metamaterials to design
novel photonic devices and we experimentally studied and numerically
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verified the novel propagation characteristics of graphene-based photonic
devices and 3D nanostructures. The proposed structures are designed,
simulated, fabricated and measured. The simulations and experimental
results are in good agreement and shows significant enhancement of
transmission characteristics of plasmonic devices. The dimensions of the
structures that are designed in our work is less than 10 times smaller than
the incident wavelength (r/λ~0.1) which is a desired property for
enhanced light confinement of sensors. Also, the gate tuning of SRR's
plasmonic resonance is the first demonstration in the contemporary
literature according to our knowledge.

Keywords: Plasmonics, Photonics, Metamaterial, Split Ring Resonator
(SRR) Structure, Graphene, Tunable Resonances, 3D Direct Writing,
Enhanced Transmission, Sub-wavelength Aperture
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ÖZET
NANO-FOTONİK UYGULAMALAR İÇİN YENİ
PLAZMONİK CİHAZLAR

Levent Şahin
Elektrik ve Elektronik Mühendisliği, Doktora
Tez Yöneticisi: Prof. Dr. Ekmel Özbay
Temmuz, 2013

Plazmonik kendine has optik özellikleri olan yeni fotonik cihazların
geliştirilmesindeki potansiyeli nedeniyle büyük ilgi çekmektedir. Bu Tez,
fotonik

uygulamalar

için

yeni

plazmonik

cihaz

tasarımlarına

odaklanmaktadır.

Metamalzemelerin elektromanyetik özellikleri tanımlanmakta ve Yarıklı
Halka

Rezonatörü

(YHR)

yapısının

rezonans

mekanizması

incelenmektedir. Bunun yanında, YHR temelli yen metamalzeme yapıları
çalışılmıştır. YHR rezonanslarından faydalanarak dalga boyu altı
aralıktan plazmonik geçirgenlikte önemli oranda artış gözlemlendi.

Grafen kullanarak plazmonik rezonansın değişken geçit meyili ile
elektriksel ayarlanması gözlemlendi. Aynı zamanda, grafenin elektriksel
özellikleri incelendi. Elektriksel geçitli grafen temelli plazmonik yapılar
gerçekleştirildi.

Ayrıca,

yeni

fotonik

cihazların

tasarımı

için

metamalzemeler kullanıldı ve grafen temelli fotonik cihazlar ile 3B
nanoyapıların yeni yayılma özellikleri deneysel olarak çalışıldı ve
benzetim ile doğrulandı. Önerilen yapılar tasarlandı, benzetim yapıldı,
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üretildi ve ölçüldü. Benzetim çalışmaları ve ölçümler benzer sonuçlar
verdi ve önerilen yeni yapıların kullanılması ile plazmonik cihazların
geçirgenlik

özelliklerinde

önemli

oranda

artış

gözlemlendi.

Çalışmamızda tasarlanan yapıların boyutları gelen dalganın dalga
boyundan 10 kat (r/λ~0.1) daha küçüktür ve bu sensorler için gereken
artırılmış ışık toplanması amacıyla istenmektedir. Ayrıca, çalışmamızdaki
YHR'nin plazmonik rezonansının geçit ayarlanması bildiğimiz kadarıyla
güncel literatürdeki ilk gösterimdir.

Anahtar Sözcükler: Plazmonik, Fotonik, Metamalzeme, Yarıklı Halka Rezonatörü
Yapısı, Grafen, Ayarlanabilen Resonanslar, 3B Doğrudan Yazım, Artırılmış
Geçirgenlik, Dalga Boyu Altı Aralık
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation

Plasmonics is a growing new research field of science as a result of
unique optical properties of metallic nanostructures that can be utilized to
manipulate transmission and propagation characteristics of light.
Nanometallic structures' optical properties stem from the ability to
support collective electron excitations which is called plasmons.

Plasmons are defined as the coupled electromagnetic waves which
propagates through its path between a metal and a dielectric interface.
The increasing interest on plasmons stem from ability to confine light to
nanoscale regions which can be much smaller than the wavelength of
light. Therefore, plasmonics can provide nanoscale confinement and
localization which is related to coupling of surface plasmons and
waveguiding, and active functionality on the nanoscale.
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Light can couple the free-electron excitations near the metallic surfaces as
a result of its interaction with metal nanostructures. Surface plasmonrelated electromagnetic resonances are related to surface details of the
nanostructure which creates significant novel research areas for control of
light. The control of light opens up significant opportunities for scientist
to design plasmonic devices which are candidates to solve contemporary
engineering challenges. In addition to providing novel devices, plasmonic
devices lead to scaling down the sizes of optical devices and components.
On the other hand, there are several challenges to overcome. The most
prominent one is the Ohmic losses which impose fundamental constraint
at optical frequencies. Also fabrication at nanoscale accuracy is a problem.
We cannot control the geometry well without nanoscale precision at
fabrication.
Metamaterial based plasmonic devices are prominent candidates for
designing novel optical devices. Therefore, we will investigate the
metamaterial based photonic devices in our dissertation.
Metamaterials have shown significant potential in recent years due to
their scientific-breakthrough properties and applications to create novel
devices that exhibit specific electromagnetic properties. The main idea
behind the metamaterials is to manipulate constitutive parameters of
artificially designed materials to obtain peculiar electromagnetic
properties.

Since, response of materials to an incident electromagnetic wave is
determined

by

their

constitutive

macroscopic

electromagnetic

parameters, the dielectric permittivity (ε) and magnetic permeability (μ),
we can design artificial materials that respond to incident electromagnetic
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waves in a desired characteristics. Ordinary materials generally have
positive ε and μ, which restrict the design of novel devices. However,
new structures called metamaterials are proposed for realizing novel
response characteristics that do not occur in nature. The phrase “meta”
means “beyond” in Greek, which refers the novel electromagnetic
characteristics of metamaterials that are not available in nature. The
engineered response of metamaterials has the potential to make a
dramatic impact on the design of novel electromagnetic devices; as they
provide the possibility to achieve novel physical phenomena that cannot
be achieved with conventional, naturally occurring materials.

V. Veselago was the first scientist who theoretically suggested
metamaterials with simultaneously negative dielectric permittivity and
magnetic permeability at 1968 [1]. After a long time later, increasing
interest in this topic started by the seminal works of J.B. Pendry et al. [2]
and D.R. Smith et al. [3]. Since metamaterials offer new physical
phenomena, there is an increasing amount of interest and a large amount
of literature has been accumulated on metamaterials [4-16]. Also novel
applications such as superlenses [17, 18], enhanced magnetic resonance
imaging [18], hyperlenses [20, 21], cloaking [22], and semiconductor
metamaterials [23] are achieved.

At the beginning, the research activities of metamaterial based photonics
were mainly focused on obtaining artificial materials with negative
permeability and negative index properties. However, new research
fields for the applications of metamaterials have emerged lately. These
research fields are mostly related to the transmission and propagation
properties of novel structures.
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In addition, there are wide varieties of study on metamaterials to change
the transmission characteristics of several structures, which are restricted
to several physical restrictions that cannot be overcome by ordinary
materials. Transmission through a sub-wavelength hole is another
contemporary research topic because of its applications of critical
importance ranging from biomaterials to microscopy. The last century
concluded with a very important discovery by Ebbesen [24]; subwavelength holes in a thin metal film can transmit electromagnetic waves
much more strongly at certain frequencies than the Bethe’s prediction [25]
by utilizing hole arrays. Ebbesen’s discovery (extraordinary transmission
phenomenon) and new fabrication techniques opened up significant
opportunities to design novel devices.

Also we studied graphene-based photonic devices. Graphene is an
extraordinary material which is believed to have outstanding applications
in photonics. Therefore, design of graphene-based novel photonic
systems is an active research field. However, exciting opportunity to
design novel photonic devices using graphene structures has not been
fully exploited. Electrical tuning of plasmonic resonance with varying
gate bias by using graphene is observed.

In the present dissertation, we investigated the transmission and
propagation properties of metamaterials. We utilized metamaterials to
design novel photonic devices and we experimentally studied and
numerically verified the novel propagation characteristics of graphenebased photonic devices and 3D nanostructures.
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1.2 Outline of the thesis
This dissertation is organized into 5 chapters. We investigated novel
plasmonic devices for nano-photonics applications. We experimentally
studied and numerically verified the propagation characteristics of novel
plasmonic devices. Besides this introductory chapter which is aimed to
provided a brief introduction of the dissertation, the content of the
chapters are organized as follows:
In Chapter 2, the metamaterial based plasmonics is introduced and
design of novel devices are investigated. Several novel structures to
increase the transmission through a sub-wavelength aperture is
investigated. The negative dielectric permittivity and negative magnetic
permeability phenomenon are discussed. In addition, the negative index
of refraction of left-handed metamaterials is demonstrated.

Chapter 3 is about the Nobel-winning graphene material's possible
applications on photonics. Several novel structures to utilize promising
properties of graphene is investigated. Finally, electrical tuning of
plasmonic resonance by using graphene is observed with varying gate
bias. This effect is studied with theoretical modeling and confirmed
experimentally.

Chapter 4 is devoted to 3D nanostructures fabricated with femto-second
laser writing which can be a base for new optical devices. Measurements
and simulations are performed in order to observe 3D fabrication.
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Furthermore, refractive index increase with increasing filling factor of
FCC lattice is verified by using the retrieval procedure.

Finally, Chapter 5 provides a concise summary of the work presented in
this dissertation Moreover, the future research directions and future work
are provided in this chapter.
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Chapter 2
Metamaterial based Plasmonics
2.1. Introduction
Metamaterials are artificially made structures with tailored subwavelength unit cells. They emerged with new and unusual properties
which were previously unattainable in natural materials.
Over the past eight years, metamaterials have shown tremendous
potential in many disciplines of science and technology. First designs
were microwave devices that proved the concept. After that, operating
frequency of metamaterials increased over the years [26]. This
tremendous increase in operation frequency is a result of miniaturizing
SRR devices. Challenging the limitations arising from scaling of
microwave metamaterial designs to optical frequencies is one of the major
research area of plasmonics nowadays. Because, optical metamaterials
opens up significant opportunities to design an entire new generation of
miniaturized passive and active optical elements.
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Figure 2.1: Development of metal-based metamaterial as a function of operation
frequency and time. Orange: double SRRs; purple: transmission-Line structures [29],
copyright (2004) by the American Physical Society; green: U-shaped SRRs; blue: metallic
cut-wire pairs; red: double fishnet structures. The five insets show optical or electron
micrographs of the five kinds of structure. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan
Publishers Ltd: [Nature Photonics] [12].

Metamaterials design started with the design of first negative permittivity
devices, thin metal wires. After that SRRs are suggested by Pendry et. al.
to demonstrate negative permeability [2]. Obtaining both negative
permittivity and permeability paved the wave of negative refractive
index. Negative refractive index phenomenon created new opportunities
to design novel devices especially at optical regime. Therefore,
microwave devices are scaled down to obtain optical devices. However,
fabrication of optical metamaterials and loss issues is still a challenge for
researchers.
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Main drawbacks of metal-based metamaterials, which are need to be
overcome, are conduction loss and anisotropy [26].

Figure 2.2: Potential applications such as subdiffraction imaging, sensing, cloaking [36].

Metamaterials are the pioneer devices of compact and novel photonic
devices [27]. Artificially designed metamaterials are proposed to mimic
bulk materials [3]. Since, we can design each elements in a bulk
metamaterial, we can design frequency response of the metamaterial
which is not available property of natural materials. Moreover, we can
modulate the spectral response by including active elements. [12].

Unit cell of metamaterial is at the scale of sub-wavelength. Therefore,
ultra compact photonic devices which are only several wavelengths in
footprint is a possibility. Plasmonic resonance which emanates from
metallic ring of SRR at optical regime is the driving force for optical
metamaterial. Plasmons created by the SRR's metallic ring accumulated at
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resonance frequency and creates high spatial field density which makes
novel metamaterial-based devices possible.
Plasmons are defined as the coupled electromagnetic waves which exists
between a metal and a dielectric interface. The increasing interest on
plasmons stem from ability to confine light to nanoscale regions which
can be much smaller than the wavelength of light. Therefore, plasmonics
can provide nanoscale confinement and localization which is related to
coupling of surface plasmons and waveguiding, and active functionality
on the nanoscale. Plasmonic spatial localization and high density of states
is superior to other methods on the same scale [30].

Light can couple the free-electron excitations near the metallic surfaces as
a result of its interaction with metal nanostructures. Surface plasmonrelated electromagnetic resonances are related to surface details of the
nanostructure which creates novel research paths for control of light. The
control of light opens up significant opportunities for scientist to design
plasmonic devices which are candidates to solve contemporary
engineering challenges. In addition to providing novel devices, plasmonic
devices lead to scaling down the sizes of optical devices and components.
On the other hand, there are several challenges to overcome. The most
prominent one is the Ohmic losses which impose fundamental constraint
at optical frequencies. Also fabrication at nanoscale accuracy is a problem.
We cannot control the geometry well without nanoscale precision at
fabrication.

In this section, we demonstrate metamaterial based plasmonic devices
operating at microwave and optical frequencies. Resonance characteristic
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of SRR is investigated for both microwave and light. Also the effect of
geometrical parameters on the resonance of SRR is discussed. We made
several transmission measurements and simulations; and observed
enhanced transmission over a common frequency range.

2.2. Metamaterials
Metamaterials are the artificial structured materials which have unique
properties to interact with waves that are not usually found in nature.
Development of artificial dielectric media which are used for designing
metamaterials has become a remarkable research area due to its potential
for creating new devices that exhibit unusual electromagnetic properties
[36]. The applications of novel dielectric media in various areas such as
imaging, lensing, optical fibers, and lasers require the effective control of
the transmission and propagation of electromagnetic waves.

As we

control permittivity and permeability values of a structure, we can design
metamaterials. The metamaterial's constitutive parameters (ε,μ) can be
determined to a desired value which are great candidates to be used in
several applications ranging from focusing without a diffraction limit to
extraordinary transmission through sub-wavelength apertures.

Electromagnetic response of materials is determined by the fundamental
constitutive parameters, the dielectric permittivity (ε), the magnetic
permeability (μ) and the conductivity (σ). The combined effect of
permittivity and permeability determine the response of a lossless
material to an incident electromagnetic field. Most of the natural
structures have positive permittivity and permeability. Due to the
absence of magnetic charges, it is rather difficult to have negative
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permeability structures, while negative permittivity is obtained below the
plasma frequency of periodic sub-wavelength metallic wires at
microwave frequencies as shown theoretically [39, 40] and experimentally
[41]. The phenomenon of negative refraction of electromagnetic wave in
media with negative permittivity and permeability was first suggested by
Vesalago in 1968 [1]. A material that has both negative permittivity and
permeability was predicted to have negative refractive index, the reversal
of Doppler Effect [1, 51] and Cerenkov radiation [52]. Materials with
negative index of refraction (n<0) demonstrate the unusual behavior that
the propagation direction of electromagnetic wave is opposite to the
direction of the energy flow. In other words, the phase velocity and group
velocity are antiparallel, which is an extraordinary behavior of lefthanded materials that may open up significant opportunities to develop
novel electromagnetic devices.

Negative permittivity is demonstrated by utilizing periodic metallic wire
arrangements at the microwave regime [39-41]. Dielectric permittivity is
negative below the plasma frequency of a metallic wire array and no
electromagnetic wave can propagate at the negative permittivity
spectrum as long as the permeability remains positive. No material with
negative permeability was suggested until the seminal work of Pendry et
al. [2], where a periodic arrangement of novel resonator structures called
Split Ring Resonators (SRRs) was employed to obtain negative
permeability around the resonance frequency. Afterwards, Smith et al.
experimentally demonstrated a novel type of materials, composite
metamaterials, by stacking thin wires and SRRs [3, 45] so that left-handed
propagation band was observed at frequencies where both the dielectric
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permittivity and magnetic permeability of this composite metamaterial
were both negative.

Negative index of refraction is theoretically [1, 46] and experimentally
[47] verified where both permittivity and permeability are both negative.
Negative index of refraction for left-handed materials has been confirmed
in agreement with various other studies [46-50, 53].

The

fundamental

postulate

for

the

large-scale

(macroscopic)

electromagnetic phenomena is described by Maxwell’s Equations.
Therefore, the theoretical analysis of metamaterials starts with Maxwell’s
Equations.

Electromagnetic field solutions at every point in space must satisfy the
Maxwell’s Equations which are expressed in time domain as follows:

∇× E = −

∇× H =

∂B
∂t

(Faraday’s Induction Law)

(2.1)

∂D
+J
∂t
(Generalized Ampere’s Circuital Law) (2.2)

∇•D = ρ

∇•B =0

(Gauss’ Law)

(Conservation of Magnetic Flux)

(2.3)

(2.4)

Also, the mathematical statement of “conservation of electric charge” is
given by the Continuity Equation:

∇•J = −
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∂ρ
∂t

(2.5)

which is linearly dependent on Maxwell’s Equations.

The vector and scalar quantities in Eqn. 2.1 through Eqn. 2.5 are functions
of both space variables and time.

We considered the uniform plane wave excitation at a given angular
frequency w for the simplicity of our analysis. Using the e + j w t
convention, the mathematical expressions for the E and H fields of a
uniform plane wave in phasor domain can be given as

E = E 0 e + j k •r

(2.6.a)

H = H 0 e + j k •r

(2.6.b)

where k is the propagation vector, r is the position vector and the wave
is assumed to propagate in a simple (linear, homogeneous and isotropic),
lossless and source-free media with constitutive relations

B = µH

(2.7.a)

D =εE

(2.7.a)

The reduced Maxwell’s equations for monochromatic, isotropic plane
wave can be derived in phasor domain as;

k × E = −wµ H

(2.8)

k × H = wε E

(2.9)
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Moreover,

the

simplest

dispersion

relation

for

the

isotropic,

homogeneous and lossless materials can be derived as:

k 2 − w2 µε = 0

(2.10.a)

k 2 = w2n2

(2.10.b)

where n, the refractive index of the medium, is given by

n= µε

(2.11.a)

or, for a composite medium with effective medium parameters µeff and

ε eff , given by
n=

µ eff ε eff

(2.11.b)

The dispersion relation (Eqn. 2.10.a) is the equation defines the
propagation of wave. As we can see, ε and μ are the only material
properties in Eq. 2.10.a. Therefore, we can state that the dielectric
permittivity (ε) and magnetic permeability (μ) of a material are the
characteristic parameters of the material for a lossless media. On the other
hand, Eqn. 2.10.b states that as both ε and μ become negative, the
refractive index (n) does not change its sign; however, the Maxwell’s
relations show the effect of simultaneous negative dielectric permittivity
and magnetic permeability. The materials with simultaneous negative ε
and μ exhibit unique properties that are different from ordinary positive ε
and μ materials [1].
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As can be seen in Eqns. (2.8) and (2.9), { E , H , k } form a right-handed
orthogonal coordinate system for materials with positive ε and μ. In case
both ε and μ are negative, an interesting result arises; { E , H ,- k } forms a
left-handed orthogonal coordinate system.
In addition, since the sign of Poynting Vector ( P ) is independent of the
sign of ε and μ (Eqn. 2.12), the direction of the energy flow does not
change:

Ρ = E×H

(2.12)

Therefore, the direction of the power flow never changes. However, the
wave propagation direction is opposite to the direction of power flow in
left-handed metamaterials. In other words, this result causes the famous
effect of an antiparellel phase and group velocity, the reversal of the
Doppler Shift [51], and Cerenkov radiation [52].

For materials with negative ε and positive μ or vice versa.
Electromagnetic waves become evanescent as a result of imaginary
propagation constant (k). When, both ε and μ are negative, the wave can
propagate as a result of εμ>0 (real propagation constant, k). So far, we
analyzed the situation when ε and μ are both positive and negative. If the
signs of ε and μ are opposite (εμ<0), then the electromagnetic waves are
reflected totally and evanescent waves occur.

Also the reflection is

reversed and the exciting new phenomena occurs with these kind of
materials.
Transmission properties of a lossless (or very low loss) material are
determined by its dielectric permittivity and magnetic permeability.
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Therefore,

we

firstly

investigate

the

phenomenon

of

negative

permittivity. Then, the negative permeability phenomenon and negative
index metamaterials which possess both negative permittivity and
negative permeability will be investigated.

2.2.1. Negative Permittivity
Negative dielectric permittivity is dominant for metals at optical
frequencies as a result of the plasma frequency of metals. Under a specific
frequency called plasma frequency, the real part of permittivity
parameter of a plasma medium is negative. However, it is hard to have
negative dielectric permittivity at lower frequencies, such as near infrared
and the microwave regime; because, the dissipation dominates in metallic
media as a result of significant increase in the dissipation of the plasmon’s
energy in the system [40-41]. Therefore, the dielectric permittivity
becomes purely imaginary. In 1996, Pendry et al. proposed the
arrangement of periodic metal wires for the depression of the plasma
frequency into the near infrared and GHz band [39]. The physical
mechanism behind Pendry et al.’s suggestion is the confinement of
electrons into thin wires for enhancing the effective electron mass
through self-inductance. Therefore, the proposed structure has negative
permittivity at microwave frequencies by using suitable parameters. The
plasma frequency of the periodic thin wire array is given by making
detailed analytical derivations as follows [39]:

w =
2
p

neff ⋅ e 2

ε 0 ⋅ meff
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2π ⋅ c02
=
a
a 2 ⋅ ln
r

(2.13)

where, c0 is the speed of light, a is the lattice parameter and r is the
radius of each wire (see Figure 2.3).

Figure 2.3: The schematic representation of a periodic metallic wire array. a is the lattice
constant and r is radius of a single wire.

Eqn. 2.13 states the fact that the plasma frequency can be expressed in
terms of the macroscopic parameters of the array structure (a, r) instead
of the microscopic quantities (effective electron mass- meff , effective
electron density- neff ). Moreover, the parameters of the metallic wire array
lattice (a, r) are much smaller than the wavelength. When all the lattice
parameters (a, r) of the thin metallic wires are much smaller than the
wavelength (a<<λ, r<<λ), the response of the wire array can be interpreted
by the effective medium theory. Therefore, an effective dielectric
permittivity ( ε eff ) can be used to define the dielectric permittivity
parameter of the material/medium. In other words, the periodic array of
metallic wires appears to be an effective homogeneous material having an
effective dielectric permittivity with negative real part.

We calculated the plasma frequency of various fictitious thin wire arrays
and made simulations in before [38] in order to confirm the theoretical
expectations.
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The model of Pendry et al. was further improved in various other studies
[3]. Different approaches such as the one which models a periodic
metallic wire array by using circuit models have been proposed [55]. We
used the abovementioned model for microwave devices. On the other
hand, we used the plasma frequency parameter of metals for optical
simulations.

2.2.2. Negative Permeability
Designing a material with negative permeability is much more difficult
than designing one with negative dielectric permittivity. The lack of a
magnetic charge in nature is the main reason behind the difficulty of
obtaining negative permeability materials. Since the magnetic response of
natural materials is not strong at microwave frequencies, the magnetic
moment of atom or molecules cannot be utilized effectively. Therefore,
we need to have a strong magnetic dipole moment effect obtained
artificially. In 1999, Pendry et al. suggested several types of periodically
arranged resonator structures that give strong enough magnetic response
to an incident electromagnetic field [2].

The periodic thin wire array that was mentioned in the previous chapter
responds to an incident electromagnetic field such that the effective
dielectric permittivity of the structure becomes negative below the
plasma frequency, but its permeability remains positive. Since, a magnetic
dipole moment can be created by a current carrying conductor loop; a
metallic ring structure provides a suitable structure to obtain a strong
magnetic response. However, the rings should also have capacitive
elements such as splits in order to be resonant at wavelengths much
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larger than the diameter of the rings. Also, the structures are periodic
arrangements of arrays in order to couple each other and increase the
magnetic resonance. The strong magnetic resonance gives rise to negative
permeability over a narrow resonance band.

The widely used structure for having negative permeability at
microwaves is a Split Ring Resonator (SRR) structure [2] which is
composed of two conducting rings with splits where the split locations
are 180 degrees apart from each other. The splits are used to make the
SRR resonant at wavelength much larger than the diameter of the SRR.
The gap between the rings, splits, and inner split ring are all used to
increase the capacitance that enables a decrease in the resonance
frequency of the structure. If the largest dimension of the SRR is much
smaller than the wavelength of the resonance frequency, the response of a
periodic arrangement of the SRR array can be analyzed by the effective
medium theory such as we have mentioned in the case of the thin wire
array. Therefore, an effective magnetic permeability ( µ eff ) can be used to
define the permeability parameter of the resulting material/medium.

The critical frequencies and effective permeability ( µ eff ) for the SRR
structure are analytically derived as [2]:

wmp =

3⋅ d ⋅ c2
 π ⋅r2  2 3
1 − 2 π ⋅ r
a 


3 ⋅ d ⋅ c2
w0 =
π 2 ⋅ r3
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(2.17)

(2.18)

π ⋅r2
µ eff = 1 −

a2
2σ ⋅ j
3dc 2
− 2 3 2
1+
wrµ 0 π r w

(2.19)

where, c is the speed of light in vacuum, a is the lattice constant for a unit
cell, µ0 is the magnetic permeability constant of vacuum, r is the radius of
the inner ring and σ is the conductivity of the cylinder surface per unit
area.

The capacitance introduced into the system by the splits and the gap
between the rings collaborates with the inductance introduced into the
system by the metallic rings in order to resonate. Figure 2.6 shows the
typical µ eff form of a SRR as a function of angular frequency w under the
assumption that the metallic rings are made of a perfect electric conductor
(PEC) [2]:

Figure 2.4:

µ eff -w diagram for ideal single SRR structure [15].
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SRR's negative permeability is not very effective and useful for light.
However, SRR's strong magnetic resonance is the most prominent
structure to design plasmonic devices.

SRR is the most common structure that is used for the design of novel
materials, such as metamaterials [56-64]. Resonator characteristics of SRRs
will be used in our thesis to propose novel methods for providing
enhanced

(extraordinary)

transmission

through

sub-wavelength

apertures. Therefore, we need a detailed analysis of SRR, which is
provided in the following sections.

Negative Index Metamaterials
The refraction phenomenon, occurring when an incident wave is
transmitted from one medium to another, is governed by the well known
subject to Snell’s Law of refraction which is stated as:

Snell’s Law:
n1 sin Θ1 = n 2 sin Θ 2

(2.20)

If both media ( n1 , n 2 ) are filled by right-handed materials, the wave
propagation vectors of the incident and transmitted wave fall into the
different half spaces with respect to the surface normal [65]. However,
when the incident wave is transmitted to a left-handed medium from a
right-handed medium, refraction occurs in an unusual manner. Namely,
when the incident waves are transmitted from a right-handed medium to
a left-handed medium (negative dielectric permittivity and negative
magnetic permeability), the refraction problem dictates that the wave
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vector of the incident wave and the transmitted wave are both on the
same side with respect to surface normal [1].

Smith et al. have shown through an analysis of the points of a constant
phase of a modulated plane wave, in which the group and phase
velocities undergo negative refraction at the interface between a positive
and negative index material [66].

In our previous work [38], we simulated the negative refraction through
a fictitious left-handed slab material in which the Drude Dispersion
model for effective dielectric permittivity and the Lorentz Dispersion
Model for the effective magnetic permeability are used.

The resonance behavior of a material is described by the so-called Lorentz
Model, containing the resonance frequency w0 and the damping factor δ:

µs
2
2
× wm′ − wm′
µ
µ eff ( w) = µ ∞ × (1 − ∞2
)
2
w − jδw − wm′

(2.21)

where, wmı is the magnetic plasma frequency in which µ eff =0.

Considering the specific plasma frequency w p , the correspondent relative
permittivity is given by the Drude Model:

ε eff = ε ∞ −
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wp

2

w × (w − iv c )

(2.22)

where, vc is the collision frequency.

The ε eff (Drude Model) [38, 177] and µ eff (Lorentz Model) [39, 177] of the
medium and the simulation results can be obtained by utilizing CST
Microwave Studio by utilizing retrieval algorithms.

Figure 2.5: Negative refraction of electromagnetic wave through a left-handed
medium[38].

The phase fronts in the left-handed medium show that the wave
propagates towards the source side (first incidence plane) which is closer
to the source side, instead of propagating towards the second incidence
plane. This shows us the opposite direction of group velocity and wave
velocity. This new phenomenon, negative refractive index material,
inspires new geometrical optics devices called flat lenses. A possible
perfect focus without the usual constraints imposed by wavelength can
be achieved by negative refractive index materials, which are capable of
restoring not only the phase of propagating waves but also the amplitude
of evanescent states [67]. These new focusing devices are called “perfect
lenses”. Consequently, this extraordinary refraction mechanism opened
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up new research areas such as superlenses [18, 37], cloaking [22], and
semiconductor metamaterials [23].

Metamaterials are firstly illustrated at microwave regime; because the
wavelength at microwave is much more larger compared to light and
therefore subwavelength structures at microwave are fabricated at first.
As the fabrication techniques advanced, metamaterial fabrication
progress to optical frequencies (Figure 2.6)

Figure 2.6: Progress made in scaling metamaterials from microwave to optical
frequencies. Feature size denotes lattice or unit cell size as appropriate. Suitable
fabrication tools corresponding to feature size are listed at the top [36].

Resonator structures which used for designing metamaterials are firstly
designed at microwave frequencies and after that they are scaled down to
mid-infrared frequencies [31] (e.g. L-shaped resonators operating at
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60THz).

Scaling down from mid infrared maker magnetic response

deviates largely as a result of deviation of metal from lossless perfect
conductor characteristics. However, further scaling requires a different
approach because of deviation of metal from perfect conductor behavior
at higher frequencies [71]. First near infrared magnetic resonance device
was fabricated using a wire sandwich structure. Sandwich structure is
fabricated by sandwiching a dielectric layer between two metal films. The
magnetic resonance response stem from antiparallel current supported by
the wire pair. These structures are the ancestors of "fishnet" structures [38,
72] which were designed by combining with long metal wires to have
negative refraction for at telecommunication wavelength (1550nm).
Development

of

metamaterials

operating

at

telecommunication

wavelengths opens up significant practical opportunities because it can
pioneer to novel optical devices communication industry.

Metamaterials deduce their extraordinary properties mostly from the
surface plasmon waves. Surface plasmons are collective oscillations of
free electrons on the surface of metallic nanostructures. Surface plasmons
are characterized by their subwavelength property and ability to couple
light nanoscale devices more effectively which is a significant opportunity
for novel plasmonic devices. By utilizing surface plasmons we amplify
evanescent waves, which enables scientist to design subdiffraction
resolution optical imaging, detection of chemical and biological agents
with a single molecule sensitivity. Since the application possibilities are
endless, more research on metamaterials will be conducted in the future
and abovementioned applications are only the pioneers of novel
metamaterial devices. The most prominent candidate for novel plasmonic
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metamaterials is Split Ring Resonator structures that is used for designing
artificial materials, metamaterials.

2.3. Split-Ring Resonator (SRR) Structures

2.3.1 Introduction
As we discussed above, electromagnetic response of materials is
determined by constitutive parameters: The magnetic response of
materials is determined by the magnetic permeability (μ), while the
electric response of the materials is determined by the dielectric
permittivity (ε). The combined effect of permittivity and permeability
determine the response of material to incident electromagnetic field.
Electric charges designate the electric response of materials. Since there is
no magnetic charge in nature, it is rather difficult to have negative
permeability structures, while negative permittivity is obtained below the
plasma frequency of periodic sub-wavelength metallic wires at
microwave frequencies. Therefore, the magnetic property of available
structures should be modified to obtain artificial magnetic-like charges
and create magnetic dipole moment. The search for magnetic-like charges
show results at late 1990s. Sir John Pendry came up with an idea of
utilizing periodic array of swiss-roll and split-ring resonator (SRR)
structures for obtaining magnetic response to an incident electromagnetic
field [2]. Since SRRs can be manufactured easily than swiss-role structures
and exhibit stronger magnetic response, the most dominant and
commonly used structure is the Split Ring Resonator (SRR) structure.
SRRs have been studied extensively in literature so far. There are
experimental [74-76] and numerical simulation studies [85-88] on the
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transmission characteristics of SRRs. Analytical models are suggested to
better model the resonance characteristics of SRRs [90-92]. The majority of
the studies on SRR are performed in the microwave regime; but, there is
an increasing amount of interest on the studies of magnetic resonance of
SRRs at near infrared spectrum [93].

The fascinating property of SRR is the strong magnetic resonance which
is due to the additional capacitive elements such as splits and gap
between the rings. A typical Split Ring Resonator (SRR) structure is given
in Figure 2.7.
.

Figure 2.7: Schematics of a) single SRR b) periodic arrangement of SRR array
(microwave and optical replica).

The capacitive elements (splits and gap) are utilized to achieve magnetic
resonance at wavelengths much larger than the diameter of the rings.
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There can be one or two rings depending on the application. The second
ring is actually used for increasing the capacitance of the structure. For
instance, second ring is hard to fabricate for optical applications. But it is
very practical for microwave. Two rings with splits oriented oppositely.
Also, there are several split ring resonator structures such as single-split
ring structures and split rings with several splits [38].

Since, the periodic arrangement of the SRR (Figure 2.7.b) increases the
magnetic response of SRR by strong coupling between the resonators, the
unique properties such as negative permeability emerges. Also, since all
parameters of SRR (a, r, d, t, w, p) are much smaller than wavelength, the
response of SRR array is fit to effective medium theory. Therefore, an
effective magnetic permeability ( µ eff ) and effective dielectric permittivity
( ε eff ) can be used to define the two fundamental material parameters of
the structure/medium.

2.3.2. Electromagnetic Resonance Mechanism of SRR
Since, split ring resonator structures are strong magnetic resonators and
they respond incident electromagnetic wave by both electrical and
magnetic resonance in particular bandwidths, magnetic resonance
characteristics of SRRs are available for very narrow bandwidth. Also, the
SRRs respond to the magnetic component of the incident wave if the
incident

electromagnetic

wave

is

excited

with

the

appropriate

polarization [73, 81]. Moreover, periodically arranged SRR array is shown
to exhibit negative permeability ( µ eff < 0 ) for frequencies close to
magnetic resonance frequency ( wm ) of the SRR structure [2]. Since the
periodic arrangement of the SRR slightly changes the magnetic response
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of SRR by coupling between the SRRs, the resonance behavior of a single
SRR can also be observed by the frequency response of periodic
arrangement of SRRs [73, 77]. Periodic arrangement of SRR arrays are
utilized to investigate the magnetic response of SRRs; because the
combined effect of periodic SRR array reveals the magnetic properties of
SRR more clearly than a single SRR and negative permeability values can
be obtained by strong magnetic response of SRR array.

Figure 2.8: Schematic Representation of an SRR a) SRR structures modeled at Lumerical.
w: width of metal, d: gap distance, t: gap between two concentric rings, h: thickness of
metal.

We used two different simulation software: 1) CST Microwave Studio for
microwave which is a three dimensional full-wave solver employing the
finite integration technique [177], 2) Lumerical FDTD Solutions for
infrared which uses finite difference time domain method [178].

We used a previous works' [38] design parameters for estimating the
parameters of SRR that will work in infrared frequency regime. For our
previous work, the largest length of the SRR is 7.2 mm. Since as we scale
down the size of a structure, the frequency/wavelength response for this
structure scales up proportionally. This method would work for certain
wavelength. Further scaling requires a different approach because of
deviation of metal from perfect conductor behavior at higher frequencies
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than mid-infrared. Here, we need only a rough guess. Afterwards, we
will optimize our structure. In addition, since fabrication of circular nanoscale features is very hard, we used square type SRR for optical coupling
which is circular-type SRRs for microwave regime and we used a single
ring SRR version because alignment of concentric ring cannot be achieved
very sensitive at optical regime.

As we know the resonance of 7.2 mm single ring SRR structure is at 4.1
GHz (λ ≅ 75 mm) [38], we can roughly scale to desired wavelength. In
order to obtain a response at λ ≅ 1.55um, we have to start with a design
 1.55 * 10 −6
of SRR length of 7.2mm * 
−3
 75 * 10


 = 148nm . Also, the same scaling is


done for both the split width and width of the metallic ring:

 1.55 * 10 −6
l = 7.2mm * 
−3
 75 * 10


 = 148 nm


 1.55 * 10 −6
d = 0.2mm * 
−3
 75 * 10


 = 4.1nm


 1.55 * 10 −6
w = 0.9m * 
−3
 75 * 10
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 = 18.6nm


Figure 2.9: Single ring SRR structure modeled at Lumerical. w: width of metal, d: gap
distance, h: thickness of metal.

As a rule of thumb, we take periodicity of SRR as two time the maximum
length for all perpendicular directions to propagation. Since 4.1 nm and
18.6 nm is very small features for contemporary fabrication devices, we
increased d, t, h and w to 50 nm which is safe for fabrication. Also we
used an optically thick sapphire ( Al2 O3 ). Thus, we used the following
parameters for simulation (Figure 2.9):

l=148nm (After Optimizaition: 200nm)
w=50nm
d=h=50nm
Thickness of the sapphire substrate: 5um

Since the scaling down is not ideal process, we did not get a resonance at
1.55um. Then we made optimization and find the correct parameters to
get resonance at approximately telecommunication frequency (1.55umsee Figure 2.10).
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Phase Match Layer's (open boundary conditions) are employed along the
propagation direction . Periodic boundary conditions are used for the rest
of the directions. Therefore the SRR structure with its sapphire substrate
is assumed to be periodic and infinite along the directions perpendicular
to the propagation direction. The dip of the transmission data gives the
electromagnetic resonance frequency of the structure.

Figure 2.10: Simulation Results of SRR (l=200 nm, w=d=h 50 nm).

The resonances of SRRs not only the electromagnetic resonances but also,
the periodicity of SRR may cause a band gap too. Therefore, a bandgap in
the transmission spectrum of periodic SRR array medium may be due to
the electromagnetic resonance or periodicity (Bragg gaps) [59].
Identification can be done by using a closed SRR (CSRR) structure in
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which the splits of the SRR is closed. Since the splits of SRR play a key
role in the electromagnetic resonance, closing the splits will annihilate
this resonance but Bragg gaps will remain. We made numerical
simulations by closing the splits of the structures in Figure 2.9. The
simulation results for CSRR structure are demonstrated with results of
SRR in Figure 2.11:

Figure 2.11: Simulation results of a SRR and CSRR structures. CSRR structure is depicted
in the inset CSRR (l=200 nm, w=h= 50 nm).

We observed a dip at 1.47 um in the transmission spectrum of SRR
(Figure 2.11). However, no dip is observed for CSRR structure. The splits
are very crucial for magnetic resonance and removing the splits of SRR
prevents current to flow between the arms of splits. Therefore, the
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resonance is destroyed. So, the dip is due to resonance; because, closing
the splits destroys the dips at that wavelength.

Note that, the maximum length of the SRR (l = 200n m) is less than 0.1λ
for the resonance at λ ≅ 1.5um. Therefore, electromagnetic resonance can
be achieved by SRR structures with sub-wavelength dimensions which
open up significant opportunities to design novel sub-wavelength
devices. So, the major reason of the increasing amount of interest on SRR
is not only the ability of achieving negative permeability but also
achieving resonance with sub-wavelength dimensions. The structures
that we proposed in this chapter for increasing the transmission of
electromagnetic waves through sub-wavelength apertures are based on
novel resonator structures and utilize the sub-wavelength resonance
mechanism. We will discuss these novel structures in the following
section.

2.4. Plasmonic Enhancement of Light/Wave
Plasmonics is a dominant research area for designing novel devices that
utilizes the unique optical properties of metallic nanostructures to guide
and deviate light/wave at subwavelength scales (nanometer scale for
light). Concentrating light or create localized fields are traditionally the
domain of dielectric devices. As the fundamental laws of diffraction
suggests, these dielectric devices can not focus light to region less than
half-wavelength, and dielectric resonators have electromagnetic volumes

λ 
( vm ) limited to v m ≈  
2

3

[32]. Metallic nanostructures are not limited

with these limitations. Therefore, plasmonics is the leading tool for
enhancement of light/wave.
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The simplest structure of scientific study is probably a simple hole in a
screen. However, the study and debates on the characterization of a hole
in a screen have been ongoing for centuries. In the middle of the 17th
century, Grimaldi described diffraction form circular aperture, which
contributed the foundation of classical optics [94, 95]. As classical optics
suggests, the description of Grimaldi was valid only for a circular
apertures having diameters much larger than the excitation wavelength.

Since interest in the microwave regime (longer wavelengths compared to
the optical the wavelengths) increased in the 1940s as a result of World
War II, the interest in the electromagnetic characterization of small (subwavelength) holes also increased. In 1944, Bethe gave a theoretical
analysis of electromagnetic wave transmission through a sub-wavelength
circular hole (aperture) in a perfectly conducting metal screen of zero
thickness and suggested that the amplitude of the transmitted wave is
proportional to the square of the area of sub-wavelength aperture with

k ⋅ (r λ ) where the radius (r) of the aperture is much smaller than the
4

wavelength (λ) of incident electromagnetic wave (r<<λ) [25]. In other
words, the transmitted wave is proportional to the square of the aperture
area and is inversely proportional to the fourth power of the excitation
signal’s wavelength.

According to Bethe’s ideal theoretical structure, the transmission spectra
for an aperture of radius r<<λ has a rapidly decreasing transmission with
the increased wavelength of incident field by the power of four. We have
simulated and confirmed the Bethe’s expectation by simulating the
transmission spectra of a circular hole as shown in Figure 2.12 where k is
an arbitrary constant to overlap the simulation results and k ⋅ (r λ ) curve
4
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for comparison. Power of four is valid for microwave simulations in
which PEC approximation is valid (Figure 2.12.a). However, the
transmission spectra for an aperture of radius r<<λ has a rapidly
decreasing transmission with the increased wavelength of incident field
by the power of three for optical simulations as a result of non ideal
metallic characteristics of metallic screen (Figure 2.12.b).

Figure 2.12: Theoretical suggestion of Bethe ( λ − 4 decrease) and the simulation results of
transmission through a sub-wavelength aperture where r< λ

10

.

Also, an aperture in real life has a lateral dimension, which makes an
aperture a waveguide-like structure and deviates the transmission result
from Bethe's ideal theory. This situation is more dominant at optical
regime. Because later dimension of the hole will be much more
comparable to wavelength. This waveguide structure modifies the
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dispersion relation of the incident field and the monotonic increase of
transmission becomes distorted between a frequency band: There exists a
specific frequency (wavelength) at which an incident wave in a given
mode cannot be maintained (cut-off frequency/wavelength) as shown in
Figure 2.13 [95].

Figure 2.13: Transmission through a sub-wavelength aperture[23].

Annular apertures that resemble coaxial waveguides are supposed to
have a TEM0 mode without a cut-off [97, 121, 122]. However, there exists
a cut-off frequency and also an extraordinary transmission peak: Several
studies have shown that single sub-wavelength apertures have peaks
(Figure 2.13) in their transmission spectrum as a result of the constructive
excitation of propagating, surface and evanescent modes [95, 114]. In
addition, the cut-off frequency cannot be sharply defined while
considering metals at optical regime (with finite conductivity); because
the transmission regime goes continuously from the propagative to
evanescent regime as the wavelength increases [95].
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When the finite conductivity of the metal is taken into account, the cut-off
wavelength of the aperture is larger compared to an aperture in a
perfectly conducting plane [102]. Also, transmission through a subwavelength aperture further decreases due to the non-zero depth of the
aperture [103, 104]. All of these studies reveal that Bethe’s theory holds
for idealized situations, in which the enhancement of electromagnetic
wave propagation beyond the limit of Bethe’s suggestion could be
obtained by utilizing novel methods to improve the coupling of incident
wave and aperture [98-101].

Advances in the characterization and fabrication techniques enable
researchers to reduce severe effects of extremely high transmission losses
and diffraction of electromagnetic waves through sub-wavelength
aperture transmission. In 1998, “extraordinary optical transmission (EOT)
through a sub-wavelength hole array in a metal screen” phenomena was
reported by the seminal work of Ebbesen et al. [24]. It has been shown that
the coupling of light with the Surface Plasmons (SP) of a two dimensional
array of sub-wavelength holes in turn causes a strong enhancement of
transmitted light, which is above the limit of Bethe’s prediction. This new
era has attracted the interest of researchers on the enhancement of
“light/electromagnetic wave” transmission through sub-wavelength
apertures. Various studies on the characterization of EOT phenomenon
approved the involvement of Surface Plasmons; and also showed that the
interplay between light and the resonant excitation of SPs, which are
induced by a periodic array of holes, causes the EOT [106-109].
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The EOT phenomenon and new fabrication techniques opened up
significant opportunities to new research areas and applications such as
new probes for the scanning near-field optical microscope (SNOM) [110,
111], near-field optical recording [112, 113], nano-scale lithography [114116] tracking single molecule (fluorescence spectroscopy) [111, 117],
ultrafast miniature photodetector [118].

2.4.1 Device Coupling
In this section, plasmonic transmission enhancement through a single
sub-wavelength aperture by device (SRR) coupling is discussed. The
effective coupling is achieved by placing a Split Ring Resonator (SRR)
structure in the near field of an aperture. Figure 2.14 shows the proposed
SRR structure in front of the aperture.

Figure 2.14: Schematic representations of SRR devices for a) Microwave Regime b)
Optical Regime.
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The SRR structure that we used is a type of electromagnetic resonator that
gives rise to strong resonance and a high intensity of electromagnetic
waves in between splits of the SRR [73]. A detailed analysis of SRRs is
provided above. In this work, we use a well-known SRR structure that
has been used in a variety of research studies [59, 73, 81].

We start with a device designed for microwave [162]. Because, working
microwave is easier in terms of fabrication and metals resemble PECs
which makes life easier for designing processes. After that, we start
working on optical replica of enhancement by device coupling which is
harder to design and fabricate as a result of deviating from PEC
characteristics and approaching the atomic scale effects.

Firstly we start with our microwave regime design:
Surface Plasmons are propagating resonant modes confined to metallic
surfaces that is caused by the coupling between the free surface charges
of metal and the incident electromagnetic field at the interface separating
a dielectric media and a metal. Since metals have very high conductivities
at microwave frequencies (i.e. they behave similar to PECs in the
microwave spectrum); surface plasmons are not supposed to exist at the
microwave frequency regime. Therefore, there has been a debate on the
existence of EOT phenomena at microwave frequencies [119, 120]. As a
matter of fact, SPs are not considered to exist in the microwave region;
but the “Spoof Surface Plasmons”, that are very similar to SPs, are formed
between a dielectric substrate and a metal layer at microwave frequencies
[119]. SPs and Spoof SPs serve similarly to guide the electromagnetic
wave to the aperture in order to obtain an enhanced transmission. In our
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work, we obtained enhanced transmission at microwave frequencies in
which the metals behave like perfect conductors. Therefore, localized
surface plasmons do not contribute to the enhancement process. In
addition, since grating structures are not used in our approach, there is no
significant contribution of surface waves to the enhanced transmission.
As we will show in the following sections, the strong localized fields
around SRR-based novel structures couple to the incident electromagnetic
field through a resonant process, causing a strong extraordinary
transmission.

Split-ring resonator structures that we used for microwave are composed
of two concentric copper rings with splits oriented at opposite sides.
Figure 2.15 shows a schematic representation of the SRR that we used.
The gap between the inner and outer rings (t); and the width of the splits
(d) are 0.2 mm, the metal width (w) is 0.9 mm, and the outer radius of the
SRR structure is 3.6 mm. SRR is deposited on a commercial FR4 dielectric
board with a thickness of 1.6 mm [79].
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Figure 2.15: Schematic drawing of Split Ring Resonator structure used for microwave.

We also employed a square plate with a size of L x L (L = 200 mm), which
is composed of a copper metal with a thickness of 30 μm and 1.6 mm
thick commercial FR-4 PCB substrate. The deposited metal on the FR-4
substrate has an aperture that has a radius of 4 mm at the center of the
substrate. The radius of the aperture is 4 mm, which is comparable with
the largest size of the SRR (outer diameter = 3.6 mm).

Electromagnetic behavior of SRRs is bianisotropic [38]. Since there are
four different combinations of SRR alignment, response of an SRR to
electromagnetic waves for four different configurations of SRR is
dissimilar. Therefore, we tried all combinations to find the best alignment
for enhanced transmission.

As we know from previous studies [38, 81, 88], there are two types of
resonance mechanisms (electrical and magnetic resonance) for SRRs and
the magnetic resonance can only be excited for the parallel-oriented-SRR
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structures where the magnetic component of the incident field ( H ) is
perpendicular to the SRR plane. Thus, there is magnetic resonance two
parallel alignment options. On the other hand, there exists electrical due
to the asymmetry of these SRR structures with respect to the incident
electromagnetic field’s electric component ( E ) [88]. Since different
resonance mechanisms play a role for different orientations of an SRR, the
response of the SRR strongly depends on its orientation. Therefore, we
checked all possible combinations to find best enhancement.

In this work, we proposed; and both experimentally and numerically
verified an approach that utilizes the resonance of split ring resonator
structures, which are placed in the close vicinity of a sub-wavelength
aperture. The work presented in this section was appeared as a journal
article in Physical Review Letters [162].

Firstly, we performed numerical simulations to observe the theoretical
results of our novel approach. The numerical simulations, which are
performed by the commercially available software (CST Microwave
Studio), confirmed enhanced transmission through a sub-wavelength
aperture via placing an SRR in the front of the aperture. Open boundary
conditions are applied along all directions, in which perfect electric
conductor approximation for the metal structures is introduced as minor
approximations for simulations. Since the metals are very good
conductors at the microwave spectrum and the open boundary conditions
can be obtained by using enough absorbers around the measurement
setup; the approximations that are used in the simulations are reasonable
and acceptable. The dielectric constant of the FR-4 dielectric substrate is
taken as ε = 3.6 with a tangent loss of δ = 0.01. We checked different
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alignment combinations of SRR structure in front of the 4 mm radius
circular aperture. The transmission enhancement of the SRR structure is
found maximum when the outer split of the SRR is placed at the
centerline of aperture (see Figure 2.16).

Figure 2.16: a) Transmission spectrum of optimized version of proposed structure (inset
is a) the schematic of optimum alignment) b) enhancement spectrum.
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The transmission is significantly increased by utilizing a single SRR in the
optimum orientation and location. 820-fold transmission enhancement,
which is defined as the ratio of transmitted electromagnetic wave
intensity through SRR and aperture to transmitted electromagnetic wave
intensity through only aperture, is realized at 3.71 GHz. Note that the
resonance wavelength at 3.71 GHz is ( λ =

c
) approximately 80 mm and
f

the aperture radius (r = 4 mm) is approximately 0.05λ, which is
considered as sub-wavelength. This is the smallest aperture size to
wavelength ratio in the contemporary literature according to our
knowledge.

The enhancement results revealed that enhancement over 800-fold is
achieved when the SRR is placed 0.1 mm away from the aperture and the
outer split of the SRR is placed at the centerline of the aperture. The
propagation direction of the incident wave is perpendicular to the SRR
plane. Therefore, the magnetic component of the incident field ( H ) is
parallel to the SRR plane. The enhancement stems from electric resonance
of SRR.

The numerical simulation results showed the enhanced transmission
through sub-wavelength aperture by utilizing SRR coupling. Therefore,
we fabricated the abovementioned device to confirm our simulation
results by experiments. The structures are fabricated with a process
resolution of 100 um, which is the smallest length of our proposed
structures. We used an experimental setup that is composed of an Agilent
N5230A portable network analyzer, two waveguide ports and proper
SMA cables. The waveguide ports are used as transmitter and receiver
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and they are connected to the network analyzer with SMA cables. Figure
2.17 shows the setup used for transmission experiments.

Figure 2.17: Experimental setup used in measurements.

Metallic plate with a 4 mm radius circular aperture is placed 0.1 mm
away from the transmitter antenna and the receiver antenna is located 5
cm away from the transmitter antenna, as we modeled in numerical
simulations. Waveguide ports are employed as transmitter and receiver
antennas. The propagation of wave is perpendicular to aperture plane, Efield vector extends from one of the tips of gap to the other tip.

As we expected, very high transmission enhancement is achieved, when
SRR is placed 0.1 mm away from the aperture and the outer split of the
SRR is placed at the centerline of the aperture.
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Figure 2.18: a) Transmission spectrum, b) Enhancement spectrum.

The experimental and numerical transmission results are in good
agreement and transmission through sub-wavelength aperture is
significantly increased as shown in Figure 2.18. 820-fold enhancement
with numerical simulation and 740-fold enhancement with experimental
results is observed by utilizing a single SRR only, in the near field of a
sub-wavelength aperture. The strong localization of electromagnetic field,
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caused by electrical resonance of SRR, enabled a significant enhancement
of transmission (740-fold) through sub-wavelength aperture, which is the
highest value reported in literature to our knowledge.

The experimental results are in good agreement with the numerical
simulations. Minor differences between the simulations and experimental
results can be attributed to the misalignment of the SRR in the
experiments and the deviation of the electrical parameters of the
materials from their ideal values used in the simulations.

As demonstrated so far, enhanced transmission by SRR coupling is
polarization dependent which utilizes the resonance of a circular
bianisotropic split ring resonator that is placed in the close vicinity of a
sub-wavelength aperture. Other possible SRR geometries such as single
ring with single cut resonators [81], rectangular SRR structures [83, 84]
and elliptical SRRs [78] are also possible options to obtain enhanced
transmission for specific polarizations of the incident wave. So far, we
demonstrated a novel enhanced transmission device at microwave
regime. We will further discuss the possible optical replica of SRR
coupling and plasmonic enhancement applications.

Dipole resonances can be produced by shrinking the size of macroscopic
metallic devices such that their resonance enter the optical regime. An
optical SRR device can be designed by miniaturizing macroscopic
version. SRRs are strong resonators in which incident electromagnetic
wave creates a circulating and oscillating electric current that generates a
magnetic dipole moment normal to the SRR plane. In a simple manner,
SRR can be regarded as a half-wave antenna rolled into an almost closed
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circle. Therefore, we will utilize the antenna property of SRR to focus
surface plasmons on the aperture. As a result of focusing surface
plasmons, we tried to obtain a transmission enhancement at optical
regime.

Numerical simulations to observe the theory of our novel approach is
performed by using a numerical simulation software, Lumerical. We
confirmed enhanced transmission through a sub-wavelength aperture via
placing an SRR in the front of the aperture.

Figure 2.19: Schematic Representation of SRR coupling aperture.

Split-ring resonator structures that we used for infrared is a single ring
structure Figure 2.19 shows a schematic representation of the SRR that we
used. Since we aim to obtain an enhancement at telecommunication
wavelength (1.55um), we used the design parameters that we found at
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Section 2.3 which shows resonance at 1.55um. We used an optically thick
sapphire ( Al2O3 ). Thus, we used the following parameters for simulation
(Figure 2.19):

l=200nm
w=d=t=h=50nm
Thickness of the sapphire substrate: 5um

Phase Match Layer's (open boundary conditions) are employed along the
propagation direction . Periodic boundary conditions are used for the rest
of the directions. Therefore the SRR structure with its sapphire substrate
is assumed to be periodic and infinite along the directions perpendicular
to the propagation direction. The dip of the transmission data gives the
electromagnetic resonance frequency of the structure.
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Figure 2.20: Suggested SRR coupling structure.

We checked different alignment combinations of SRR structure. The
transmission enhancement of the SRR structure is found maximum when
the split of the SRR is placed at the centerline of aperture.
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Figure 2.21: a) Transmission spectrum of the SRR-coupled aperture structure and a
single aperture. b) Enhancement spectrum - Simulation Results.
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The enhancement results revealed that enhancement over 200% is
achieved (Figure 2.21) when the SRR is placed 50nm away from the
aperture (50 nm thick SiO2 layer between SRR and aperture) and the split
of the SRR is placed at the centerline of the aperture. The propagation
direction of the incident wave is perpendicular to the SRR plane. The
enhancement stems from electric resonance of SRR. The transmission is
significantly increased by utilizing a single SRR in the optimum
orientation and location. 200% transmission enhancement, which is
defined as the ratio of transmitted electromagnetic wave intensity
through SRR and aperture to transmitted electromagnetic wave intensity
through only aperture, is realized at 1.55um. Note that the resonance
wavelength at 1.55um and the aperture length (r = 200nm) is
approximately 0.1λ, which is considered as sub-wavelength. This is a
quite high enhancement for telecommunication wavelength.

2.4.2 Surface Manipulation
Plasmonic enhancement by utilizing SRR structures is also achieved by
manipulating the surface. In this section, we will discuss novel structures
that are utilized for enhancing the transmission of electromagnetic waves
through a single sub-wavelength aperture. The manipulation of the
aperture shapes is a promising approach for enhanced transmission
through sub-wavelength apertures[82, 83]. There are wide varieties of
study on metamaterials to change the transmission characteristics of
several structures, which are restricted to several physical restrictions that
cannot be overcome by ordinary materials. Transmission through a subwavelength hole is another contemporary research topic because of its
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applications of critical importance ranging from biomaterials to
microscopy.

The last century concluded with a very important discovery by
Ebbesen [24]; sub-wavelength holes in a thin metal film can transmit
electromagnetic waves much more strongly at certain frequencies than
the Bethe’s prediction [25] by utilizing hole arrays. Ebbesen’s discovery
(extraordinary

transmission

phenomenon)

and

new

fabrication

techniques opened up significant opportunities to design novel devices,
such as new probes for the scanning near-field optical microscope
(SNOM) [110, 111], near-field optical recording [112, 113], nano-scale
lithography

[114-116]

tracking

single

molecule

(fluorescence

spectroscopy) [111, 117], and ultrafast miniature photodetector [118,126].

The study and debates on the characterization of wave
propagation through a hole in a screen have been ongoing for centuries.
In the middle of the 17th century, Grimaldi described diffraction from a
circular aperture, which contributed to the foundation of classical optics
[94, 95]. As classical optics suggests, Grimaldi’s description was only for a
circular aperture much larger than a wavelength. In 1944, Bethe gave a
theoretical

characterization

of

electromagnetic

wave

transmission

through a sub-wavelength circular hole (aperture) in a perfect conductor
metal screen of zero thickness, and suggested that the amplitude of the
transmitted wave is proportional to the square of the area of a subwavelength aperture with k ⋅ (r λ )4 where the radius (r) of the aperture is
much smaller than the wavelength (λ) of the incident electromagnetic
wave (r<<λ) [25]. In other words, the transmitted wave is proportional to
the square of the aperture area and is inversely proportional to the fourth
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power of the excitation signal’s wavelength. According to Bethe’s ideal
theoretical structure, the transmission spectra for an aperture of radius
r<<λ has a rapidly decreasing transmission with the increased wavelength
of an incident field by a power of four. Bethe’s theory holds true for
idealized situations, in which the enhancement of electromagnetic wave
propagation beyond the limit of Bethe’s suggestion could be obtained by
utilizing novel methods to improve the coupling of an incident wave and
aperture [99-101, 136,137].

The advances in characterization and fabrication techniques
enabled researchers to work more on decreasing the severe effects of
extremely high transmission loss and the diffraction of light through a
sub-wavelength aperture. In 1998, “extraordinary optical transmission
(EOT)” phenomena were reported by the seminal work of Ebbesen et al.
[24]. It was shown that the coupling of light with the surface plasmons
(SP) of a two dimensional array of sub-wavelength holes in turn yields a
strong enhancement of transmitted light, which is above the limit of
Bethe’s prediction. This new era has attracted the interest of researchers
on the enhancement of “light/electromagnetic wave” transmission
through sub-wavelength apertures. The following works [141-147] on the
characterization of EOT phenomenon approved the involvement of
surface plasmons; and also showed that the interplay between light and
the resonant excitation of SPs, which are induced by a periodic array of
holes, causes the EOT. The EOT phenomenon and new fabrication
techniques opened up significant opportunities to new research areas and
applications, such as new probes for the scanning near-field optical
microscope (SNOM) [110, 111], near-field optical recording [112, 113],
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nano-scale lithography [162-164], tracking a single molecule (fluorescence
spectroscopy) [111, 117], and an ultrafast miniature photodetector [118].

Surface plasmons (SP) are the resonant excitations that are caused
by the coupling between the free surface charges of metal and the
incident electromagnetic field at the interface separating a dielectric
medium with a metal. Since metals at microwave frequencies possess
very high conductance (metals behave similar to PECs in the microwave
spectrum); surface plasmons are not supposed to exist at the microwave
frequency regime. Therefore, there has been a debate going on regarding
a new way of explanation for EOT at microwave frequencies [119, 120]. In
this approach, SPs are not considered to exist in the microwave regime, in
which “spoof surface plasmons” that are very similar to SPs are formed
between the dielectric substrate and metal at microwave frequencies
[119]. SPs and spoof SPs serve in a similar way in order to guide the
electromagnetic wave to the aperture in order to in turn obtain an
enhanced transmission. In our present work, we obtained enhanced
transmission at both microwave and optical frequencies wherein the
metals act as perfect conductors for microwave and not ideal for optical
regime. Therefore, localized surface plasmons contribute to the
enhancement process for optical device structure but not for microwave
structure. The driving force of enhancement process for light waves are
the localized surface plasmons. As we will show in the following, the
strong localized fields around split-ring resonator (SRR)-based novel
structures couple to the incident electromagnetic field through a resonant
process, causing a strong extraordinary transmission of electromagnetic
waves.
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Design and fabrication of sub-wavelength aperture structures:
We investigated novel structures that are utilized for the enhanced
transmission of electromagnetic waves through a single sub-wavelength
aperture. Previous studies have shown that an aperture with rectangular
[104] and elliptical [102] shapes in turn yield enhanced transmission for
the

specific

polarization

of

an

incident

electromagnetic

wave.

Furthermore, enhanced transmission through a sub-wavelength aperture,
by utilizing SRR structures, was previously shown theoretically [161] and
we showed experimentally in our previous work [162].

The manipulation of the aperture shapes is a promising approach
for enhanced transmission through sub-wavelength apertures. In the
present work, we utilized SRR-shaped apertures in order to increase the
transmission though a sub-wavelength aperture by using the strong
localization characteristics of SRR structures [81, 164-165].

The idea of an SRR-shaped aperture stems from the Babinet’s
principal [167]. By using the Babinet’s principle, we can anticipate that the
reflected fields of the SRR structure for a given incident polarization are
supposed to be similar to the transmittance spectra of the complementary
SRR-shaped aperture for orthogonal polarization. Since SRR is a strong
resonator structure, there exists a dip in the transmittance spectra at the
resonance frequency. The dip in the transmission spectrum of the SRR
corresponds to a peak in the reflection spectrum. Therefore, we can utilize
this peak in order to obtain enhanced transmission through subwavelength apertures according to Babinet’s principle.
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First, we performed simulations on an SRR structure at microwave
frequencies. After that, we made optical replica of these devices. Splitring resonator structures, which can be easily manufactured for
microwave regime, comprise of two concentric copper rings with splits
oriented at opposite sides. Figure 2.22 shows a schematic representation
of the SRR that we used. The gap between the inner and outer rings (t);
and the width of the splits (d) are 0.2 mm, the metal width (w) is 0.9 mm,
and the outer radius of the SRR structure is 3.6 mm. SRR is deposited on a
commercial FR4 dielectric board with a thickness of 1.6 mm which is used
at previous works. [79, 165].

Figure 2.22: SRR structure.

The simulation that we performed at microwave for the single SRR
structure was carried out by modeling a waveguide-like structure which
is the same experimental setup that we will use for microwave
measurements. Namely, two waveguide ports were used to obtain S-21
data. Open boundary conditions were employed along the propagation
direction. Electric ( E t =0) and magnetic ( H t =0) boundary boundary
conditions were used for direction parallel to propagation.
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Figure 2.23: a) Schematic representation of SRR b) Transmission (S21) and reflection
(S11) spectra of the SRR structure [8].

Figure 2.23.b shows the calculated transmission and reflection
spectrum of the SRR structure. There is a peak in the reflection spectrum.
Therefore, we expected to have a peak in the transmission spectrum of
the SRR-shaped aperture for the orthogonal polarization of an incident
wave (in accordance with Babinet’s Principle).

The numerical simulations for microwave design were performed
by the commercial available finite-difference time-domain (FDTD),
Lumerical and CST Microwave Studios. Since the mesh sizes are
reasonable for microwaves, we modeled the complete scene in a real
electromagnetic measurement setup in order to decrease the deviations
from the experimental results. Open boundary conditions were applied
along all directions and perfect electric conductor (PEC) approximation
was used for metal parts in the simulations of microwave device. Since
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metals are very good conductors at the microwave spectrum and the
open boundary conditions can be obtained by using absorbers around the
measurement setup, the approximations that are used in the simulations
are reasonable and acceptable.

The metallic plate with an aperture is placed 0.1 mm away from
the transmitter antenna and the receiver antenna is located 5 cm away
from

the

transmitter

antenna.

The

SRR-shaped

aperture

is

complementary to an exact replica of the SRR structure. The SRR-shaped
aperture is modeled by subtracting the SRR structure from a square metal
plate with a size of L x L (L = 200 mm). The metal plate is composed of a
copper metal with a thickness of 30 μm and a 1.6 mm thick commercial
FR-4 PCB substrate. Figure 2.24 shows a schematic representation of the
SRR-shaped aperture that we used. The gap between the inner and outer
rings (t); and the width of the splits (d) are 0.2 mm, the ring width (w) is
0.9 mm, and the outer radius of the SRR structure is 3.6 mm. The
dielectric constant of the FR-4 dielectric substrate is taken as ε=3.6 with a
tangent loss of δ=0.01.

Figure 2.24: Schematic representation of the SRR-shaped aperture model (Gray parts are
the metal plate and the blue parts are the gaps).
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Figure 2.25 shows the calculated transmission result of the SRRshaped aperture, which demonstrated an extraordinary transmission
peak.

Figure 2.25: a) The calculated transmission spectrum of the SRR-shaped structure and a
single aperture. b) Enhancement spectrum.

The enhancement in the transmission through an aperture is
defined as; the ratio of the field intensity of the transmitted
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electromagnetic wave through an SRR-shaped aperture to that through
the aperture only.

Figure 2.25 shows the enhancement that was obtained by
manipulating the shape of the aperture as the SRR-shaped aperture. We
obtained a 346-fold transmission enhancement at 3.84 GHz. It is
noteworthy that the enhancement peak is very close to the resonance
frequency of the SRR structure that we used the parameters of it [162].
The resonance coupling of the incident electromagnetic wave to the SRRshaped aperture causes the strong localization of the electric field at the
splits and gaps of the SRR-shaped aperture. Therefore, the resonator
characteristic of SRR is responsible for the confined electromagnetic
waves in the SRR-shaped aperture. We checked the role of the SRR
characteristics on the enhanced transmission through an SRR-shaped
aperture by closing the split regions of the structure, in which the
structure became a CRR (closed ring resonator)-shaped aperture (Figure
2.26.a). Since the resonant behavior of SRR diminishes by closing the
splits, the role of the resonant structure of SRR on the enhancement
mechanism of an SRR-shaped aperture is evident (Figure 2.25.b).
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Figure 2.26: a) Schematic representation of the Closed Ring Resonator (CRR) shaped
aperture. b) Transmission spectrum of the CRR-shaped aperture and the SRR-shaped
aperture [8].

After the successful demonstration of enhanced transmission
through SRR-shaped aperture, we simulated, manufactured, and
measured several other types of split ring resonator structures in order to
better characterize the novel approach/structure that we proposed. We
performed a parametric study of an SRR-shaped aperture and we also
investigated single-ring SRR-shaped apertures. We mostly used square
shaped structures due to the ease of fabrication for the applications at
optical frequencies. The schematic representations of the proposed
structures are shown in Figure 2.27:
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Figure 2.27: The schematics of the proposed SRR-shaped aperture structures.

We investigated the enhanced microwave transmission through subwavelength apertures for 12 different samples. The maximum length of
all the samples was 7.2 mm, which corresponds to approximately 0.1λ at
the resonance frequency of the SRR structures (~ 3-4 GHz).

We used an experimental setup comprising an Agilent N5230A portable
network analyzer, two waveguide ports, and the proper SMA cables. The
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waveguide ports were used as the transmitter and the receiver and were
connected to the network analyzer with SMA cables. In the
measurements, the metallic plate with an aperture was placed 0.1 mm
away from the transmitter antenna and the receiver antenna was located
5 cm away from the transmitter antenna, just as we modeled in the
numerical simulations. Waveguide ports were employed as transmitter
and receiver antennas.

These samples were fabricated by using a CNC machine with a
process resolution of 0.1 mm. Figure 2.28 displays the measured
transmission spectra of the 12 samples. Also, the enhancement values of
the experimentally measured samples simulations are shown in Figure
2.28:
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Figure 2.28: Transmission and enhancement spectrum of the proposed SRR-shaped
apertures - Measured & calculated.
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The experimental and numerical transmission results are in good
agreement, which indicates that a significant enhancement was achieved
by using our proposed structures. Transmission through the subwavelength aperture is significantly increased when SRR-shaped
apertures are placed instead of only apertures. Moreover, we observed
that the annular apertures (Samples 3, 8, and 12) transmit electromagnetic
waves very close to the single aperture sample (Sample 4), which
indicates that SRR-shaped apertures show superior performance versus
annular apertures in terms of sub-wavelength aperture transmission. This
also shows the effect of the resonant coupling mechanism via SRR-shaped
apertures. The resonance of SRR enables the coupling of the incident
wave to the transmitted wave. Figure 2.28 shows the enhancement values
of the simulated structures.

Moreover, some of the peaks that are shown in transmission
results are not available in enhancement results; because, transmission
through a sub-wavelength aperture increases with the power of four as
the frequency increases. Therefore, certain peaks at the end of the
interested frequency spectrum disappear in the enhancement plot as a
result of an increase in the transmission through the aperture at higher
frequencies.

Sample-4 is the reference sample for our measurements. As we
stated above, the sub-wavelength apertures transmit very poorly and
diffract electromagnetic radiation in all directions. Therefore, all of the
samples were designed on a 20 cm x 20 cm metal plate in order to better
collect the transmitted wave and better isolate the incident wave and
transmitted wave.
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Sample-1 has the highest transmission wavelength (lowest radius
to the wavelength ratio) as a result of the additional splits and rings
compared to the other samples. Furthermore, we observed that as the
ring width decreases the transmission enhancement and transmission
peak frequency increases; this is because the decreased width of the SRRshaped apertures increases the coupling between the plate at the center
and the surrounding large plane, which increases the resonant coupling.

We also investigated the effect of a split width on the enhancement
peak. The enhancement value of the samples decreases as we increase the
split width. Furthermore, the resonance peak frequency increases with
the increasing split width. The split width is very crucial for the
resonance of SRR. The effect of increasing the split width is also very
important for the application of our proposed structures at optical
frequencies. Since the fabrication of the sample-11 is the easiest among all
the others, it will be the best choice for higher frequencies. As we can see
from the results, we obtained a significant transmission peak, which is
very promising for higher frequency applications.

Finally, we investigated the effect of the shape of SRR on the
enhancement. We fabricated sample-2 and sample-12 for observing the
effect of the SRR-type. The transmission of sample-12 is as we expected,
very low. However, we obtained a significant enhancement (35.58-fold)
by only utilizing a small wire that makes the structure an SRR-shaped
structure (Sample-2). We used a circular aperture (radius 3.6 mm) as the
reference sample for circular SRR-shaped aperture structures for a fair
comparison.
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The metal that we used in our structures is very close to a perfect
conductor at microwave frequencies. Therefore, localized surface
plasmons do not contribute to the enhanced transmission. The
enhancement stems from the strongly localized fields that are caused by
the resonant process of SRR-shaped aperture to the sub-wavelength
aperture.

After the successful demonstration of enhanced transmission
through SRR-shaped aperture at microwave, we moved on the optical
replica of these structures.

For optical regime, we used square shaped structures due to the
ease of fabrication for the applications at optical frequencies. The
schematic representations of the proposed structures are shown in Figure
2.29:
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Figure 2.29: Schematic representation of optical SRR-shaped aperture.

The enhancement in the transmission through an aperture is
defined as; the ratio of the field intensity of the transmitted
electromagnetic wave through an SRR-shaped aperture to that through
the aperture only.
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Figure 2.30: a) Transmission spectrum of the SRR-shaped structure and a single
aperture. b) The enhancement spectrum (l=200 nm, w=h= 50 nm, d:100nm). - Simulation
Results.

Figure 2.30 shows the enhancement that was obtained by manipulating
the shape of the aperture as the SRR-shaped aperture. We obtained a 2.75fold (%275) transmission enhancement at 1.55 um. It is noteworthy that
the enhancement peak is very close to the resonance frequency of the SRR
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structure. The resonance coupling of the incident electromagnetic wave to
the SRR-shaped aperture causes the strong localization of the surface
plasmons at the arm edges of the SRR-shaped aperture. Therefore, the
resonator characteristic of SRR is responsible for the confined
electromagnetic waves in the SRR-shaped aperture.

Figure 2.31: Simulation results of a SRR and CSRR structures. CSRR structure is depicted
in the inset CSRR (l=200 nm, w=h= 50 nm), a) Transmission, b) Enhancement.
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We checked the role of the SRR characteristics on the enhanced
transmission through an SRR-shaped aperture by closing the split regions
of the structure, in which the structure became a CRR (closed ring
resonator)-shaped aperture (Figure 2.31-inset). Since the resonant
behavior of SRR diminishes by closing the splits, the role of the resonant
structure of SRR on the enhancement mechanism of an SRR-shaped
aperture is evident.

Surface plasmons play a critical role in the transmission properties of an
aperture and therefore important for enhanced transmission through
subwavelength apertures. Enhanced transmission can be explained by
diffraction assisted by the enhanced fields associated with surface
plasmons [34, 119]. Surface plasmons can be created by texturing the
metallic surface with a subwavelength pattern [35, 118, 119], which show
that enhanced transmission from a subwavelength aperture is assisted by
the guided mode of the coaxial waveguide and coupling to the surface
plasmons. We used a similar approach to texture shape's itself.
Transmission through the sub-wavelength aperture is significantly
increased when SRR-shaped apertures are placed instead of the single
aperture. The resonance of SRR-shaped aperture that we explained
according to Babinet's Principle enables the coupling of incident wave to
transmitted wave. In other words, we just inserted a small patch of metal
in a subwavelength aperture and increased the transmission 275% which
is a remarkable result. The extraordinary transmission result that was
observed at the response of SRR-shaped aperture confirms that our
expectation, which is based on Babinet’s Principle, holds. This novel
approach opens up significant opportunities to utilize several resonator
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structures for obtaining extraordinary transmission through subwavelength apertures. In the present work, we investigated SRR-shaped
apertures for increasing the transmission through a sub-wavelength
aperture both for microwave and optical regime.

2.4. Summary
In summary, we demonstrated several novel structures to increase the
transmission through a sub-wavelength aperture. Enhanced transmission
through a sub-wavelength aperture by placing a SRR structure in the near
field of the aperture is achieved at both optical and microwave
frequencies. 740-fold enhancement is obtained at microwave device and
200% enhancement is obtained at ~1.5um. Subsequently, we manipulated
the shape of sub-wavelength aperture. We utilized SRR-shaped apertures
in order to increase the transmission though a sub-wavelength aperture
by using the strong localization property of SRR structures. We obtained
a 104-fold enhancement by utilizing SRR-shaped apertures at microwave
and 275% enhancement at 1.5um. The enhancement stems from the
strongly localized fields caused by SRR-shaped apertures. The strongly
localized fields are a result of the resonant process of SRR-shaped
aperture to the sub-wavelength aperture which is spoof surface plasmons
for microwave and surface plasmons for optical regime.

Enhanced transmission through a sub-wavelength aperture has been and
will be subject of intense research due to a wide range of applications of
this phenomenon. Our suggested structures are candidates to be used for
future plasmonic applications.
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Chapter 3
Graphene Based Metamaterials
3.1.

Introduction

Graphene is an extraordinary material which is believed to have
outstanding applications in photonics. Therefore, design of graphenebased novel photonic systems is an active research field. However,
exciting opportunity to design novel photonic devices using graphene
structures has not been fully exploited. Here, we report the design
simulation and fabrication of novel SRR and graphene based
metamaterial structures. We obtained promising results that can open up
significant opportunities to design novel graphene-based photonic
devices.

Graphene is a monolayer of carbon atoms which are arranged in a twodimensional honeycomb lattice. It can be used for wrapping up into
fullerenes (0D), for rolling into nanotubes (1D) or for stacking into 3D
graphite [150,158,179]. Since graphene has interesting electrical and
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mechanical properties, it is an attractive research material nowadays.
Electron in a graphene monolayer behave as massless Dirac fermions
where principles of quantum electrodynamics can be tested [181, 183,
185]. For instance, an electron in monolayer (atomically thick) graphene
sheet has zero effective mass (Dirac Fermions) [186] and it can travel for
micrometers without scattering, even at room temperature [183, 187].
Also, graphene exhibit many interesting and exotic properties ranging
from ballistic electronic transport [188-190] to anomalous quantum Hall
effect in electrical transport [186, 189] and tunable interband transitions
[193, 194].

Graphene has exceptional optical properties. For instance, graphene
exhibits saturable absorption constant as a consequence of Pauli blocking
[182,195,196].

Moreover,

non-equilibrium

carrier

result

in

hot

luminescence [197, 198]. Graphene is a versatile optical material for
nanophotonics applications [183] like metamaterials [199], photodetectors
[200], light emitting devices and ultrafast lasers [201]. In particular,
graphene with its planar nature, attracts an increasing research interest as
a promising novel tool for nanoplasmonics and nanoscale electronics
[202, 203].

Pioneering works of graphene were focused on single particle excitation
of electrons. On the other hand, plasmonic properties of graphene layer,
which is a result of collective excitations of 2D massless electrons, is an
emerging research area nowadays. Plasmonic resonances in graphene
give outstanding potential for designing novel optoelectronic devices by
its remarkably high absorption [183, 204, 205] ( πa ≈ 2.3% ), where
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α=

e2
−

hc

≈

1
137

is the fine structure constant [183]. Since graphene

plasmons are confined to volumes ( ≈

1

α

3

) of the order of 10 6 times

smaller than the diffraction limit, graphene plasmons are superior to
traditional metallic plasmonics; because, graphene-based structures
exhibit stronger light-matter interactions as a result of better confinement
of waves.

Electrical response at Terahertz frequencies are high enough to design
plasmonic devices [206]. However, electrical control of plasmon
resonance becomes a challenge at optical frequencies as a result of
drastically reduced free electron responses with increasing frequency.
Graphene which is a novel zero bandgap semiconductor [186, 189] is a
great candidate to overcome this challenge. Since high frequency
interband transition in graphene can be exploited through electrical
gating [207], plasmon resonance of graphene-hybrid device like SRR can
be modulated.

Surface plasmons have the characteristics of concentrating light into
subwavelength volume which is one of the main tools of plasmonics [179180, 207]. Plasmons in graphene is an active research field [28, 42-44, 212].
However, exciting opportunity to design novel metamaterials using
graphene structures has not been fully exploited. It is desired to control
the plasmon resonances. Controlling the plasmon resonance at optical
regime is a challenge as a result of very weak response of gate-induced
free electrons [207]. We achieved the control of infrared plasmon
resonances by utilizing graphene-SRR system. We modulate the
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resonance frequency of SRR by utilizing the gate-tunable optical
transitions [193-194, 204-205].

Here, we report the design simulation and fabrication of a novel SRR and
graphene based metamaterial structures. Namely, we report optical
response of 2D metamaterial (SRR) structure layer on a monolayer
graphene which confines plasmons. As we will show in the following, the
strong localized fields around split-ring resonator (SRR)-based novel
structures couple to the incident field through a resonant process, causing
a strong localization of electromagnetic waves.

3.2.

Electrical Gate Tuning

Plasmonics open up the way of focusing light into subwavelength
volumes, which facilitates the manipulation of light at the nanoscale by
guiding surface plasmons. Since dynamic control of the resonance of
plasmonic devices is crucial for applications like sensors [82], nanoantennas [89] and compact optoelectronic devices[96,105,123]. Controlling
plasmonic resonances dynamically is very desirable for plasmonic
applications. Several plasmonic devices has been proposed to control
plasmon resonances only at terahertz regime as a result of gate-induced
free electrons in semiconductors have large response at low frequency
range

like

terahertz

[206,207].

Therefore,

electrically

controlling

plasmonic resonances at optical regime by utilizing gate voltage
dependent optical properties of metallic structures with graphene hybrid
is an emerging research field and research challenge as a result of
significantly decreased free electron responses with increasing frequency.
Graphene is a great candidate to overcome this problem; because
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graphene has the property of gate voltage controlled optical conductivity
that makes graphene an electrically tunable plasmonic material [131133,183,186]. Graphene's both the low frequency carrier response and the
high frequency interband transition can be changed through electrical
gating [194]. Changing the Fermi Level and carrier density by gate
voltage which is also called electrostatic doping [138] is the reason behind
the gate voltage dependent optical property of graphene.

In this work, dynamical control of mid-infrared plasmon resonance of
hybrid Split Ring Resonator (SRR)-graphene structure by electrically
tuning the graphene's optical property is demonstrated. We tuned the
plasmonic resonance of a SRR structure by exploiting the gate-tunable
optical transitions of graphene [138,139,193]. A plasmon resonance
wavelength tuning range of 110 nm in MIR regime is demonstrated
numerically. This work is the first demonstration of graphene based SRR
tuning in the contemporary literature according to our knowledge.

Optical Parameters of Graphene:
Permittivity of a ordinary dielectric substrate is;
 =  + 



=1+



(1)

We need to find the conductivity of graphene to calculate permittivity.

For the sake of the clarity, we started with the general model found
before[139]. For high frequencies, ω ≫ (kv, τ^−1), the dynamical
conductivity is given by
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(2)
where  () is the Fermi Function.

The Fermi function f(E) specifies how many of the existing states at the
energy E will be filled with electrons. The function

f(E) shows the

probability that an available state at an energy E will be occupied by an
electron (under equilibrium conditions). In other words, it is a probability
distribution function.

() =



( )
  

(3)

where  is Fermi Energy or Fermi Level,
!

*

is Boltzman Constant = 1.38%10'() + = 8.6%10'- .//1 and

T is absolute temperature at Kelvin.
E is the energy of the particle, and  is the Fermi Energy Level for the
case of electrons in a semiconductor. At T = 0 K, the energy of the particle
should be equal to the Fermi energy.

The ﬁrst term in Eqn. (2) corresponds to the intraband electron–photon
scattering processes. The second term in Eqn. (2), corresponds to
interband electron transitions.
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σ (w) = σ int ra (w) + σ int er (w)

(4)

(5)
where μ is  /ℏ and for T=0 integral can be easily calculated[139],

(6)




'(?

At the ﬁnite, but low temperatures, 2(3 − 26) → + arctan (
(
8

(@

)

substitution should be made in Eq. (6) [139].

The resulting surface conductivity formula of graphene is obtained as
within the RPA limit [138]

(7)
where k is Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature,  is the
Fermi Energy Level and t is the relaxation time.

Electron correlation is done by Random Phase Approximation. Graphene
sheet conductivity which will be used to determine graphene permittivity
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is

derived

within

the

RPA

limit

[138].

The random

phase

approximation (RPA) is an approximation method in condensed matter
physics in which electrons are assumed to respond only to the total
electric potential V(r) which is the sum of the external perturbing
potential Vext(r) and a screening potential Vsc(r) [142]. The external
perturbing potential is assumed to oscillate at a single frequency.
Therefore, the model yields via a self-consistent field (SCF) method
[143] a dynamic dielectric function denoted by εRPA(k, ω). What is meant
by the random phase approximation is that the contribution to
the dielectric function from the total electric potential is assumed
to average out, so that only the potential at wave vector k contributes.

Since graphene is very thin (one atom layer) and we can state volume
conductivity of graphene is surface conductivity over thickness of the
graphene;

σ=

σs
t graphene

(8)

From Eqn(2), we deduced;
2. ( ! F

 = 1+
∗
∗
JK
L2
cosh
P
QR +
3 A BCD Gℏ(3 + I ' )
2 !F
S 



+ Tℏ U( + 8 arctan V

ℏ'(W
(X @

(ℏ(W )S



Y − (8 JK V(ℏ'(W

 =  + 

where τ is the relaxation time.
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YZ

(9)

(10)

We know every parameters of Eqn. (9) except relaxation time. We have to
find an estimate of relaxation time in order to calculate.

In case of no electromagnetic field probed to graphene assumption, most
of the transport properties of graphene sheets can be explained by
scattering from charged impurities [144]. Therefore, charged impurities
plays a role in finding relaxation time which is a function of conductivity
[138,144]:

Graphene has a superior conductivity and mobility values are obtained as
approximately 2.500 [\( /]^ [155] for our samples at working wavelength
range. There is a simple relation between mobility and conductivity.
Let n be the number density of electrons, and let μe be their mobility. The
electrical conductivity σ satisfies:[127,138]

I = K.6

(CS ?_

` a

(11)

SW


where gs = gv= 2 are the spin and valley degeneracy factors.

By

using

the

measured

conductivity

values

of

graphene[157],

conductivity is roughly calculated to find relaxation time which we will
use in our structures.

In graphene, conductivity is shown to be dependent on charged impurity
scattering [145,148,149]:
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b(K) = c. d

D

Defg

d + bh

(12)

where C is a constant, e is the electronic charge and σ_res is the residual
conductivity at n = 0. c = 5%10- ] ' ^ ' [149] and σres is measured from
our graphene samples. While we know nimp we can find n of our sample.
As can be seen in Eqn.12, conductivity is charged impurity dependent.
On the other hand, despite the zero carrier density near the Dirac points,
graphene exhibits a minimum conductivity on the order of

T S
C

.

This

minimum value (σmin) is called the quantum unit of conductance It is a
result of local puddles of carriers that allow conduction which is a result
of rippling of the graphene sheet or ionized impurities in the
SiO2 substrate [149]. Although, theoretical studies suggest that the
minimum conductivity should be
conductivity is of order

T S
C

T S
C

; novel results show that minimum

or greater and depend on impurity

concentration [151]. Therefore we estimated the conductivity of graphene
for a corresponding Fermi Level and derived the relaxation estimation by
eqn (11).

After determining all the parameters, we calculated the permittivity of
graphene for different Fermi Energy Levels. Fermi energy Levels are used
to find the necessary gate voltage.
 of Dirac fermions scales with the 2D carrier denisty N [153,193] as;

Ef = hv F πN <=> j = CS

WkS

S
lmg n 8
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(13)

where v F is the Fermi velocity and 1.11x10 6 m / s is valid approximation
for graphene [156].

Also; N =

C g xV
e

where Cg is the capacitance per unit area, V=Vg – VCNP

where Vg is gate voltage and VCNP is charge neutrality point (Dirac Point)
[193]. The ultimate formula is:

E F = hv F

πC g V
e

(14)

We can deduce gate Voltage (V) for a specified Fermi Energy ( )

]=

WkS 

8C_pBS nS qr

(15)

Capacitance per unit area can be approximated by

c =

s

tu

(16)

Since two our graphene structure is not exactly a parallel plate capacitor,
a correction parameter (x) is added to calculate effective graphene
thickness.

Permittivity is assumed to be 2.5 out of plane permittivity of graphene
[138, 140] and d is take to be the graphene thickness (0.335 nm). Area is
defined as the active area of our structure which is maximum unit cell
size of SRR unit cell (~1um):
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c =

v.vwS∗xxS 
Q∗(?
f

P(.-∗

.))-D ∗ u

∗? )

∗



(? ∗? )

= 66yz/%(6\)( (17)

Therefore eqn.15 can be written as

]=

WkS 

({ { )
8C_pBS nS | 
}

WkS (.~∗x q)

= 8(~.-(∗x h)S (.∗

/h)S (~~/u(? )S )

(18)

We come up with a very simple result for gate voltage and Fermi Energy;
] = 1.4457 ∗ % ∗  (

(])

(19)

where  is in eV. By using gate vs  values of a similar graphene gating
structure work [138], we estimated x to be 125. So V is;
] = 180.71 ∗  (

(])

(19)

Vg is;
Vg = V + VCNP(V)

(20)

Also, we can easily switch to carrier density N by Eqn13.

In our numerical calculations, graphene is modelled as an effective
medium which is valid as a result of extremely thin (sub-wavelength.)
nature of it. We have calculated the real and imaginary part of graphene
at 300K for different carrier concentrations and its corresponding gate
voltages that we derived from Fermi Energy (Eqn.19&20). Also, we know
the charge neutrality point of our structure as 80V by preliminary
measurements (Figure 3.15). The numerical simulations were performed
by using commercially available Lumerical Software package. Several
calculations are done by Matlab.
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Figure 3.1: Permittivity of graphene obtained by RPA at 300K: a) real b) imaginary.
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As we can see from Figure 3.1, electrical gating of graphene modulates
both the real and imaginary parts of graphene's permittivity. Permittivity
change is increased by increasing carrier concentration (gate modulation).
Since the response of plasmonic resonance structures can be tailored by
engineering the geometrical or optical parameters of the materials, we
expect to obtain a shift in transmission spectrum of an graphene-hybrid
SRR structure. Gated graphene has a shifted Fermi energy. The real part
of permittivity has significant contribution from intraband transition
which has maximum at 2 and the imaginary part of dielectric constant
is dominated by interband transition [207]. Interband transition has a
maximum at 2 ; because, all optical transitions below 2 contribute a
negative susceptibility to graphene permittivity and transitions above 2
contribute a positive[138]. Therefore, when the photon energy is less than
2 times of fermi energy, the contribution from the interband transition
diminishes (Pauli Blocking) and intraband transitions dominates the
optical permittivity; as a result of Pauli Exclusion Principle: electron
transitions are inhibited as

the arrival states are occupied by more

electron. In this region that covers our simulation spectrum (3-7um -->
0.2-0.6eV), real part of permittivity is dominant over the imaginary part of
permittivity (Figure 3.1).

Therefore, we can state that, carrier

concentration dependent modulation of SRR resonance is possible as
result of decrease in real part of permittivity when the carrier
concentration increases.

Electromagnetic radiation cannot couple to plasmon excitation in
graphene [180], but plasmon resonances can be excited by utilizing
engineered plasmonic metamaterial devices called SRRs which have
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dimensions much smaller than operating wavelengths. In our study, we
utilized the results of previously studied SRR structures [33,81,162].

SRR is simply a ring with a gap. Figure 3.2 shows a schematic
representation of SRR that we used in simulations and the fabricated
structure. We directly scaled up the SRR structure, that we utilized at
near infrared spectrum. (Section 2.3.2).

As we know the resonance of 148 nm single ring SRR structure is at
1.55um we can roughly scale to desired wavelength. In order to obtain a
response at λ ≅ 4um, we have to start with a design of SRR length of
 4 * 10 −6
l = 148nm * 
−6
 1.55 * 10


 = 384 nm . Also, the same scaling is done for both


the split width and width of the metallic ring:

 4 * 10 −6
l = 148nm * 
−6
 1.55 * 10


 = 384 nm


 4 * 10 −6
d = 50 nm * 
−6
 1.55 * 10


 = 130 nm


 4 * 10 −6
w = 50nm * 
−6
 1.55 * 10


 = 130 nm


However, we need optimization to obtain resonance exactly at 4.0 um
(Figure 3.3).
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Figure 3.2: SRR model.

SRR-only optimized parameters are (for resonance at 4um):

s=530nm
g=150nm
w=190nm
a (lattice const.perpendic. to prop. dir.)=880nm
Since we changed the resonance interface of SRR by adding Silicon
substrate and a buffer SiO2 layer, resonance frequency shifted and we
made optimization to get resonance at 4.0um (Figure 3.3). The resonance
spectrum of optimized Si+SiO2+SRR structure to resonate at 4um and its
associated optimized parameters are obtained.

Si+SiO2+SRR+graphene optimized parameters are:
s=480nm
g=130nm
w=175nm
a (lattice const.perpendic. to prop. dir.)=840nm
thickness of Silicon substrate=2000nm
thickness of SiO2 buffer layer=285nm
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Figure 3.3: SRR and SRR-SiO2-Si spectrum.

After that, theoretical graphene permittivity results are utilized to add
graphene model to our SRR+Si+SiO2 structure. Models at with different
Fermi Energies (Gate Voltages) are used to simulate the gate voltage
modulation of graphene-hybrid SRR structure. Graphene model is added
to obtain SRR+graphene hybrid structure.
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a)

b)

Figure 3.4: a) Schematic of graphene hybrid SRR structure, b) Device Configuration.

Permeability is 1; because of non-ferromagnetic nature of materials at IR
and optical regime. Thickness of a typical graphene sample is 0.335 nm
[186]. The unit cell of our metamaterial structure contains an SRR layer on
top of graphene layer. The substrate under the graphene layer is Si+SiO2
Simulated transmission spectra for different gate voltages is found to be:
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Figure 3.5: Simulated transmission spectra for different gate voltages and corresponding
charge carrier concentrations.

As can be seen in Figure 3.5, graphene layer increases the resonance of
SRR structure. We obtained a steeper dip when we use graphene layer in
between SRR and silicon substrate. Better confinement of electromagnetic
waves in atomically thick graphene layer further increases the resonance
of SRR.

Sample

Resonance (tuning range)

SRR_SiO2_Si without graphene

4.30 um

Vg=80V, N=1e12, Ef=0.12eV

4.18 um (reference)

Vg=45V, N=15e12, Ef=0.45eV

4.12 um (2% of the resonance frequency)

Vg=5V, N=30e12, Ef=0.63eV

4.07 um (3% of the resonance frequency)

Table 3.1: Numerical results of resonances tuning for different gate voltages.
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Dynamical gate control of SRR resonance using graphene is demonstrated
numerically (Figure 3.5). Numerical results demonstrate electrical tuning
of graphene-hybrid SRR over a broad wavelength range of 110 nm in the
mid-infrared (4um) region (3% of the resonance frequency).

3.3. Design, Fabrication and Electrical Gating

The numerical simulation results presented so far confirmed the electrical
tuning of plasmonic resonance by utilizing graphene. Therefore, we shall
continue to make further progress by conducting experiments. The
structures are fabricated and measured accordingly.

Figure 3.5 Graphene.

Graphene samples on 285 nm thick SiO2 layer and 2um thick Si is used.
These samples are commercially availabe products in the market [213].
They are produced by coating graphene with CVD method on SiO2 layer
which is created on thick Si substrate. Hall measurement to obtain the
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mobility of graphene and carrier concentration is performed by utilizing
Van der Pauw devices as shown in Figure 3.6. Average of several Hall
measurements at room temperature from different regions of a 1cm x 1cm
chip with different Van der Pauw devices resulted that the graphene
samples have a mobility of 2286

p S
h

, and 6.57%10( [\'( carrier

concentration (p-doped - the majority carriers are holes). Refractive index
of graphene is calculated according to Eqn.9 for different Fermi energies
(hence different gate voltages).

Figure 3.6 Van der Pauw device for Hall measurements.

We fabricated SRR arrays on a substrate of graphene+SiO2+Si. Fabrication
is done by several different process steps. Firstly, ohmic contacts for the
drain and the source with alignment marks are deposited on our
graphene-SiO2-Si substrate (Figure 3.7). 20 nm titanium and 80 nm gold
were deposited as ohmic metallization.
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Figure 3.7: Ohmic contacts and alignment marks.

After that, the graphene layer which is not in the active region is cut out
by mesa etching. By mesa etching the active area that connects source and
drain is obtained, and the unwanted graphene on the chip is removed.
Etching process is accomplished with ICP-RIE by exposing samples to O2
plasma for 20 seconds.

Figure 3.8: Mesa etching of active region.
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SRR fabrication is done by electron beam lithography (Figure 3.9):

Figure 3.9: SRR fabrication.

After that interconnect metallization is done to establish connection
interface for large electrical probes. 20 nm titanium and 200 nm gold were
deposited as interconnect metals.
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Figure 3.10: Interconnect metallization.

50 nm of SiO2 is coated on the active region in order to create a gating
dielectric and then ITO is deposited on the SiO2 layer for making a gate
contact.

Figure 3.11: Gate Deposition.
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Finally gate interconnect is deposited for gate probe and Some part of
SiO2 is etched in order to reach the interconnects.

Figure 3.12: Gate interconnect deposition.

In experiments, the spectral response of structure before and after
metamaterial deposition is measured by Horiba Photoluminescence
System. SRR structures are fabricated by Electron Beam Lithography,
metalization (2 nm Ti and 50nm Au) and subsequent lift-off processes.
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image of af fabricated sample with
plasmonic structures (SRR) on top of the graphene shees is shown in
Figure 3.13.
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Figure 3.13: Fabricated SRR-graphene hybrid Structures.
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In fabrication, we used the same graphene-SiO2-Si samples for both SRR
on graphene and bare Si-SiO2 experiments. As can be seen in Figure 3.15,
there are windows in first two columns, and everywhere else is covered
with resist. Graphene is removed in the first two columns by O2 etch.
First column is left empty for background measurements. The second
column is SRR on Si-SiO2. Third and fourth columns are SRR on
graphene-SiO2-Si.

Figure 3.14: Fabricated SRR and SRR+graphene Structures.
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3.4. Results
Transmission spectra of our structure are measured by Fourier transform
infrared

spectroscopy (FTIR)

with

capability

of

mid-infrared

measurement. Aperture of 100umx100um is used for measurements. For
reference, background measurements is done by removing graphene
from the graphene-SiO2-Si substrate by O2 etch.
Before the optical measurements, dark current voltage measurements
were performed. Charge neutrality point is observed to be at 80 V, as
plotted in Fig.3.15.

Figure 3.15: DC IV measurement.

The FTIR measurements of our sample for different gate voltages (hence
Ef) are given in Figure 3.16. The transmission spectrum shows a strong
resonance of SRR and also there is gate tuning as the gate voltage
changes.
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Figure 3.16: a) Measured optical transmission spectra of SRR strcutures for different gate
voltages (Inset is zoomed graph). b) Simulated transmission spectra for different gate
voltages and corresponding charge carrier concentrations.
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Dynamical gate control of SRR resonance using graphene is demonstrated
numerically (Figure 3.5) and experimentally (Figure 3.16). Table 3.2
summarizes the gate tuning results of simulations experimental
measurements.

Sample

Resonance (Sim.)

Resonance (Exp.)

Vg=80V

4.18 um

4.27 um

Vg=45V

4.12 um

4.23 um

Vg=5V

4.07 um

4.20 um

Table 3.2: Resonances for different gate voltages (Sim. and Exp.).

In our simulations, we demonstrate electrical tuning of graphene-hybrid
SRR over a broad wavelength range of 110 nm in the mid-infrared (4um)
region (3% of the resonance frequency). Tranmission spectrum shows that
resonance wavelength increases as the gate voltage increases; because
gate voltage increase causes real part of permittivity to increase as a result
of

charge

carrier

concentration

increase.

Experimental

results

demonstrated a resonance shift of 70 nm shift. Electrically controllable
plasmonic resonances of nano-rods on graphene have been shown before
[159, 207] with very limited tuning ranges. However, we achieved
electrical modulation of SRR resonance which is the first demonstration
of electrical tuning of graphene based SRR in the contemporary literature
according to our knowledge. There may be several reasons behind the
lower tuning range of experimental results. Since the plasmonic (metallic)
structures are in touch with graphene, they effect the graphene carrier
concentration by additional electron doping. Therefore, we expect a
deviation from the numerical results as a result of change in Fermi Level.
One other reason is the fabrication errors that may cause deviation from
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the numerical results. Surface roughness of the substrate and defects in
graphene can cause a deviation from numerical results as a result of
unexpected change in carrier concentration. Also, simulation parameters
that we used to mimic the electrical response of graphene are not perfect.
There are various approxmiation that we used in calculations which may
be effective in our experimental results. Last but not the least
counterproductive reason is the leakage from gate contact that we used in
the experiments. Since we did not want to block the light transmitted
light passing through plasmonic structures and graphene, we used a gate
contact which does not covers the active graphene region. Therefore,
leakage in gate contact might be major the source of less tuning compared
to simulations. Achieving a greater degree of plasmonic resonance
tuning, by understanding the interaction of graphene with metal
structures, decreasing the gate leakage and making better electrical
models for graphene, is an ongoing work.

3.5 Summary
In summary, we demonstrated that graphene can be used to electrically
control the resonance of plasmonic structures like SRRs in the mid
infrared spectrum. A novel approach of gate tuning of SRR resonance is
demonstrated by utilizing

promising properties of graphene for

plasmonics. Also, electrical properties of graphene is investigated.
Fabrication of electrically gated graphene based plasmonic structures are
realized. We obtained a frequency shift by putting graphene layer
between substrate and SRR layer. Moreover, we obtained a better
resonance (steeper dip at resonance) which is a result of better
confinement of resonance plasmons in monolayer graphene.
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Electrical tuning of plasmonic resonance by using graphene with varying
gate bias is achieved both experimentally (70nm) and numerically
(110nm). This effect is studied with theoretical modeling and confirmed
experimentally. Electrically controllable plasmonic resonances of nanorods on graphene have been shown before with very limited tuning
ranges[159,207]. But there is no demonstration of strong plasmonic
resonance like SRRs before. Therefore, we achieved electrical modulation
of SRR resonance which is the first demonstration of electrical tuning of
graphene based SRR in the contemporary literature according to our
knowledge.

As a future work, we will try to achieve a greater degree of plasmonic
resonance tuning, by understanding the interaction of graphene with
metal structures, decreasing the gate leakage and making better electrical
models for graphene.

Graphene based nanophotonics is an intense research due to a wide range
of applications of this phenomenon. As SRRs are already being realized at
optical frequencies [82], it is possible to use these SRR-graphene-based
structures for new optical applications such as novel photovoltaic,
ultrafast miniature photodetectors and optical switches. Results of this
chapter show that graphene is a good candidate to pave the way of
tunable optical electrical filters, modulators, compact photonic devices.
The research for novel applications of graphene on plasmonic devices will
be a future work for us to conduct.
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Chapter 4
Three Dimensional Nanostructures
4.1.

Introduction

Photonic metamaterials are subjected to an intense research till they are
introduced to represent a new world of novel optical devices. Mie
resonances of the nanoscale building blocks are the main reason behind
peculiar optical properties of photonic metamaterials. They are regarded
as the best candidates for designing novel sensors, solar cells, nanoantennas etc [160,163,166,175,184,191].

Designing novel photonic devices needs novel fabrication techniques.
Contemporary nanofabrication processes are mostly based on thin film
technology

which

is

2D

fabrication

technique.

However,

3D

nanofabrication offers a number of advantages over those based on thin
film technology like increasing the surface area of nanostructure to
enhance sensitivity of sensors, improving efficiency of solar cells etc.

Obtaining a bulk 3D metamaterial is the ultimate goal of scientists. Also,
definition of 3D metamaterial is controversial too. The number of layers
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required reach the bulk 3D regime depends on the coupling between
adjacent layers - interlayer spacing [26]. Some theoretical works suggests
that at least four functional layer is required if the distance between
adjacent layer is small [154]. Optical behavior converges after the number
of adjacent layer increases more than four.

Direct Laser Writing is the 3D counterpart of 2D electron beam
lithography. Femto-second laser pulses are focused into a small volume
of photoresist. Two-photon absorption ensures only a nanoscale volume
of photoresist is sufficiently focused by light. Computer aided scanning
devices are utilized to manufacturing patterns in a photoresist by
utilizing piezoelectric actuators with lateral resolution up to 100nm [192].
100nm is very low feature size compared to contemporary electron beam
lithography systems which have resolution down to 10nm. However, a
novel femto-second laser system is utilized to access resolution much
lower than 100 nm [208].

4.2 Femto-second Laser Writing
The field of photonics has increasing interest for last decades. There are
variety of photonics devices designed by relying on the planar 2D
lithography techniques. However, fabrication technology needs to
develop towards 3D architectures. Patterning nanoscale metals in 3D is
very difficult. However, femto-second laser direct writing or multiphoton
absorption lithography has emerged that solves most of the problems of
3D nanoscale metallic writing [209].
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Figure 4.1: 3D patterns composed of (a) dielectric spheres and (b) metallic spheres [26].

Femtosecond-laser-direct-writing technique is used for creating threedimensional (3D) patterns in polymers and glasses. Patterning in
polymers and glasses is relatively easy compared to patterning metals in
3D. Patterning metals in 3D is a challenge. Standard 2D nanofabrication
technique requires combination of several nanofabrication tools and
several material processing steps. For instance, we need several sample
exposure, sample development, metal deposition and metal liftoff
procedures to complete ultraviolet lithography and photolithography.
This steps are repeated multiple times to design a 3D structure.
Complexity and difficulty of stacking and aligning multiple layers limits
the practical implementation of novel 3D metamaterials. Here, a method
to fabricate silver nanostructures embedded inside a polymer matrix
using a femto-second laser centered is utilized. This novel method
enables the fabrication of novel photonic devices which are not feasible
using other techniques. Potential applications of 3D direct laser writing
are negative index metamaterials, cloaking and perfect lenses at optical
regime.
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Non-linear photonic interaction between femtosecond laser pulses and
polymer structure makes nanoscale fabrication possible. When the ultrashort laser pulses centered at 800 nm are focused into a small volume,
they are absorbed by the polymer structure and multiple photons can
converge in time and space to collectively bridge the target's energy gap
and create an electronic transition [208]. Multiphoton absorption leads the
material change and makes some region of the polymer structure
metallic. A direct writing technique [210] for patterning a nanocomposite
material with disconnected silver nanostructures in a polymer matrix is
used for 3D writing. Nanoscale structures in the form of bulk material
instead of 2D surface structures can be fabricated using this technique.

Femto-second laser writing was limited to the patterning of dielectric
media. Recently advances have been made in direct writing of metals [53,
166]. One of the methods for creating 3D metal nanostructures is to utilize
a metal deposition step for direct laser writing by coating 3D polymer
structures [124,125] or by filling volumetric voids [128]. However, this
approach does not let the creation of disconnected metallic structures. 3D
metallic array composed of disconnected metallic structure is needed to
obtain 3D photonics metamaterials [129,130]. Here we utilized a silver
growth technique for femto-second laser direct writing of 3D
nanostructures.

A

chemical

mixture

of

a

0.16M

AgNO3

solution

with

polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP) as support polymer and water (H20) as
solvent is used. PVP is used as polymer because it helps to control
nanoparticle synthesis [134,135]. Solution of AgNO3, PVP and H2O is
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coated onto a substrate and baked to create a polymer matrix doped with
silver ions [208].

A femto-second laser system is utilized to pattern silver nanodots in PVPsilver solvent (Figure 4.2). In this system, microscope objective with
numerical aperture of 0.8 is used the focus the femtosecond laser pulses
into PVP-silver solution. 11 MHz ultrafast Ti:sapphire laser system is
used as a source and commercially available high precision and long
travel 3-axis translation stage is used for scanning the sample in 3directions. Also, an acoustic modulator shutters the laser pulses to control
the exposure.

Figure 4.2: Schematic of the fabrication process [208].

When the laser is focused inside nanoscale volume, nonlinear light matter
interactions occurs and metal-ion photoreduction process makes silver
nanoparticle growth (Figure 4.3). Size of the silver nanodots can be varied
by changing the exposure.
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Figure 4.3: Material Schematic.

After the writing process, we utilized transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) to determine the silver nanodots nucleation (Figure 4.4)

Figure 4.4: TEM image of fabricated silver nanodots.

Silver nanodots features of 10 nm diameter is obtained by direct laser
writing. Diffraction experiment of fabricated nanodot array (Figure 4.5)
confirms that silver nanodots are grown in areas irradiated by femtosecond laser.
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Figure 4.5: Diffraction experiment by shining a laser beam to the square lattice pattern.

Nanoscale fabrication of metals has many applications ranging from
optical or biological sensors to solar cells. Therefore, metallic fabrication
in nanoscale is very important. Since 3D metamaterials offer a new world
of applications, 3D metallic nanoscale fabrication is very important too.
Multiphoton absorption is utilized by femto-second laser writing into a
dielectric PVP material. This technique is a good candidate to creation of
3D metamaterials which was used to be limited by current fabrication
techniques. We will utilize this technique to further investigate 3D
nanoscale structures that may be used as a base for optical 3D
metamaterials.

4.3 Random Alignment, Random Radius Silver Nanodots
Characterizing silver nanodots is the first step towards designing 3D
optical metamaterials; because basic building block of a femto-second 3D
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direct laser system is a dot. Also, nanodots have peculiar properties
which are under investigation.

Random arrays of silver nanodots are created and simulated for different
filling factors. Also, each filling factor data is the average of 20 different
simulations. A script is written to create silver nanodots at random
positions for creating a specific filling factor which is defined as:

Filling Factor (F) =

Total _ Volume _ of _ Silver _ Nanodots
Total _ Volume( Silver _ Nanodots + PVP)

Both the diameter of the spheres and alignment is changed for each
simulation and same filling factor data are collected to get the average of
these data. To design a lattice of silver nanodots, radius of all dots are
chosen randomly ranging from 3 nm to 7 nm (1 nm variations) at each
simulations. Radius of each dot is randomized too which makes our
simulation completely random in sizes which mimics the real fabrication
process.

Figure 4.6: Random silver nanodots radius ranging from 3 nm to 10 nm.
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One of the most common characterization tools for the metamaterial
structures is the retrieval procedure [64,68-70,211]. We used Smith et al
[152]' s retrieval analysis to obtain constitutive parameters. Each data is
the average of ten different samples with same filling factor. The effective
parameters (ε, μ) of the metamaterial are calculated by retrieval analysis.
The amplitude and phase of the transmission and reflection data are used
to retrieve the real and imaginary parts of the effective permittivity,
permeability, and a refractive index. The retrieval approach outlined in
Ref. [152] is used for the retrieval analysis in this work. The advantage of
this procedure is the selection of the correct branch of the effective
refractive index and effective impedance. The ambiguity in the
determination of the correct branch was resolved by using an analytic
continuation procedure [95].

The effective parameters of silver nanodot structure is retrieved by using
the amplitudes and phases of transmission ( S 21 ) and reflection ( S11 ) data.
The S-parameters are related to refractive index and impedance by [69]:

(z − 1 z + 1)(1 − e
=
)e
1 − (z − 1
z +1

− j 2 nk0 d

S11

2

(
(

)
)

)

j 2 nk0 d

2
1 − z − 1
e jnk0d
z
+
1

S 21 = 
2
1 − z −1
e j 2 nk0d
z +1

(4.1)

(4.2)

where d is the thickness of homogenous slab of structure under test and

k0 is the free space propagation constant.
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The refractive index (n) and impedance (z) are obtained by inverting the
Eqs. (4.1) and (4.2) as [23];

(1 + S11 )2 − S 212
(1 − S11 )2 − S 212

(4.3)

e jnk 0 d = X ± j 1 − X 2

(4.4)

z=±

where X =

1
.
2
2S 21 1 − S112 + S 21

(

)

The effective permittivity ( ε eff ) and permeability ( µ eff ) are obtained from
the effective index and impedance by using the relations, ε =

n
and
z

µ = nz .

In the retrieval procedure, a 3-by-3 silver nanodot array structure with
random radius ranging from 3 nm to 7 nm is employed. The effective
permittivity and permeability values were then retrieved from the
transmission and reflection coefficients.

Real part of the refractive index shows us that as the filling factor
increases, refractive index increases too. However, when the filling factor
reaches 74% (each dot touches the neighbor dot) which is the highest
atomic packing factor (APF) of Face-Centered-Cubic (Structure), silver
nanodots' characteristics converges to bulk silver characteristics (Figure
4.7).
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Figure 4.7: Real part of refractive index.

Touching silver nanodots make the cross-coupling relation more different
then gapped samples. When the silver dots touches (for 74% case), the
retrieved parameters become similar as Ag_sheet which is different for
gapped samples (lower filling factor samples).
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Figure 4.8: Real part of permittivity.

As the filling factor increases, the coupling between nanodots increases
and therefore, deviates from smaller filling factor samples. Since there is
no magnetic excitation, real part of permeability is converged to 1 for all
the combinations. Epsilon deviation is the source of refractive index
deviation. Therefore, coupling is electrical not magnetic.
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Figure 4.9: Real part of permeability.

Loss for Ag sheet is more effective. Therefore, imaginary part of Ag is
very high compared to silver nano-dots which are coupled each other.
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Figure 4.10: Imaginary part of refractive index.
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Figure 4.11: Imaginary part of permittivity.
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Figure 4.12: Imaginary part of permeability.

In the above simulations, 10 different random trials for same parameters
gave very similar results. The suggested gapped structures show very
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different characteristics then Ag plate because of inter coupling between
the gapped dots. Also, the filling factor increase is correlated with the
refractive index variation, yet permeability is 1 after 1um for all the
combinations. As the filling factor increases, the coupling between
nanodots increases and therefore, deviates from smaller filling factor
samples. Also, there is a threshold limit of 74% in which the random
allignment of spheres behaves almost likely a bulk Ag sheet.

4.4 Summary
In summary, simulation results indicate that gapped dots' intercoupling
deviates their optical characteristics from bulk silver significantly. Also,
as the filling factor of the FCC lattice increases, the refractive index
increases as a result of increase in effective permittivity.

In this chapter, we investigated 3D fabricated nanodot array structure
operating at optical frequencies. Simulations confirmed a deviation from
bulk silver. In addition, increased index with increased filling factor till a
certain threshold is verified by using the retrieval procedure. After the
threshold random nano spheres behave like bulk Ag sheet. Since the
simplest building block of a 3D manufacture optical metamaterial is a
simple dot, we investigated the optical characteristics of nanodots here to
write more complex plasmonic devices like SRRs in the future. Femtosecond laser writing is a promising tool for designing optical novel
devices faster and cheaper. The research for novel metamaterial designs
by utilizing femto-second laser writing will be future work for us to
conduct.
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Chapter 5
Conclusions and Future Work
The work of this dissertation is motivated by the need for novel
plasmonic devices for photonics. Since photonics is the flourishing
technology ranging from communication to life sciences, more plasmonic
devices that can enable new technological breakthroughs at photonics
should be suggested. In this dissertation, the transmission and
propagation characteristics of novel metamaterial-based plasmonic
structures are investigated; and new approaches for the design of novel
devices are proposed. This chapter includes a concise summary of the
results that are achieved in this dissertation and possible future is
mentioned.

In the second chapter, a detailed analysis on the theoretical background
of metamaterial based plasmonics is provided. An analytical description
of the constitutive parameters of metamaterials is given with theory. In
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addition, we demonstrated several novel structures to increase the
transmission through a sub-wavelength aperture. Enhanced transmission
through a sub-wavelength aperture by placing a SRR structure in the near
field of the aperture is achieved at both optical and microwave
frequencies. 740-fold enhancement is obtained at microwave device and
200% enhancement is obtained at ~1.5um. Also, we manipulated the
shape of sub-wavelength aperture. We utilized SRR-shaped apertures in
order to increase the transmission though a sub-wavelength aperture and
we obtained a 104-fold enhancement by utilizing SRR-shaped apertures at
microwave and 275% enhancement at 1.5um.

Chapter 3 studied graphene based plasmonic structures. The electrical
gate

tuning

characteristic

of

graphene-SRR

hybrid

structure

is

successfully demonstrated. We achieved electrical tuning of SRR
resonance both numerically and experimentally which is the first
demonstration of electrical tuning of graphene based SRR in the
contemporary literature according to our knowledge. Graphene based
nanophotonics is an intense research due to a wide range of applications
of this phenomenon. The research for novel applications and increasing
the tuning capability of graphene based plasmonic devices will be a
future work for us to conduct.

In the fourth chapter, 3D fabricated nanodot array structure operating at
optical

frequencies

is

proposed

and

investigated.

Transmission

measurements and simulations confirmed a deviation from bulk silver. In
addition, increased index with increased filling factor till a certain
threshold is verified by using the retrieval procedure. Since the simplest
building block of a 3D manufacture optical metamaterial is a simple dot,
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we investigated the optical characteristics of nanodots here. The research
for novel metamaterial designs by utilizing femto-second laser writing
will be future work for us to conduct.

Research for improving novel applications suggested in this study will be
future work for us to conduct. We will investigate the possibility of
utilizing different sub-wavelength structures in order to manipulate
optical characteristics of plasmonic devices. Also, we will further
investigate the possibility of utilizing outstanding electrical and
mechanical properties of graphene for designing plasmonic devices. Our
proposed structures can be used in new research areas and applications
ranging from electronics to life sciences.

The results show us that novel plasmonic devices will broaden the
photonics applications. This dissertation presents a platform for
understanding the characteristics of plasmonic devices and theoretical
basics to develop practical applications. Since, plasmonics field is a
flourishing research field, there is a great potential for further
development on plasmonics devices for photonics. We presented several
possible novel devices in this dissertation. Nowadays, there are plenty of
plasmonic

devices

being

designed

by

researchers.

Although

demonstrations of novel plasmonic devices in the laboratory level seems
to minor steps, I believe the realization of phenomenal technological
breakthroughs is about to happen.
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